
GLOBAL SQUARE SEQUENCES IN EXTENDER MODELSMARTIN ZEMANAbstrat. We present a onstrution of a global square sequene in extendermodels with �-indexing.AMS Subjet Classi�ation: 03E05, 03E45, 03E55Keywords: Global quare sequene, �ne struture, extender model.August 19, 20091. Introdution1 The purpose of this paper is to present a onstrution of sequenes related to2 most ommonly used global square priniples in an extender model with Jensen's3 �-indexing introdued in [6℄. Straightforward, but tehnial modi�ations of these4 onstrutions give the same results in extender models with Mithell-Steel indexing5 introdued in [10℄ (see also [15℄). The main advantage of using �-indexing is the6 relative simpliity and leanness of the all onstrutions.7 The basi result on global square sequenes in extender models with �-indexing8 was announed in [13℄ (Theorem 21). Construtions of global square sequenes in9 lower level extender models were given by Welh [16℄ in Dodd-Jensen ore models,10 Wylie [17℄ in extender models for measures of Mithell order 0 and Zeman [20℄11 in models up to one strong ardinal. Jensen-Zeman [7℄ gives a onstrution of a12 ondensation-oherent global square sequene in models for measures of order 0,13 whih atually goes through in any extender model whose extenders are generated14 by their normal measures1; this onstrution is based on ertain ideas from [5℄.15 The onstrution in this paper builds on a ombination of tehniques from [20℄,[14℄16 and [19℄. Extender models with �-indexing were introdued by Jensen in [6℄, and17 basi fats about these models an also be found in [18℄. For some interesting18 appliations of global square sequenes oming from L[E℄-models, see [2, 8, 12℄.19 The former two papers fous on the use of �ne strutural global square sequenes20 to obtain lower bounds for onsisteny strengths of various stationary reetion21 priniples. In [12℄ �ne strutural global square sequenes are used to determine22 a lower bound for the onsisteny strength of the restrited proper foring axiom23 PFA(+ � linked) in the following sense: If PFA(+ � linked) holds in a generi24 extension via proper foring over a �ne strutural model M then M must ontain25 the so-alled �21-indesribable ardinal 1-gap, whih is stronger than the existene26 of many subompat ardinals. This is a remarkable result, as it was proved earlier27 in [11℄ show that a �21-indesribable 1-gap suÆes for obtaining a proper foring28 extension of a model satisfying GCH where PFA(+ � linked) holds. Paper [21℄ is29 Researh partially supported by the NSF grants DMS-0204728 and DMS-0500799.1Equivalently, in any extender model that satis�es the anti-large ardinal requirement thatthere is no extender with two generators. 1



2 MARTIN ZEMANa sequel to this paper where the urrent methods are further extended to give a1 haraterization of stationary reetion at inaessible ardinals similar to that in2 L, that is, in terms of oherent lub sequenes. Paper [9℄ is a sequel to both the3 urrent paper, [21℄ and [14℄ where the methods developed in these three papers are4 further extended to onstrutions of nonthreadable square sequenes at suessor5 ardinals in extender models.6 Reall that given a lass S of singular ordinals, a sequene hC�; � 2 Si is a global7 square sequene with domain S, briey a �S-sequene, just in ase that eah C�8 is a losed unbounded subset of � of order type stritly smaller than � suh that9 lim(C�) � S and the sets C� are oherent in the sense that C�� = C� \ �� whenever10 �� 2 lim(C�). The priniple �S postulates the existene of a global square sequene11 whose domain is S. We write briey � if S is the lass of all singular ordinals. Given12 a lass A of singular ordinals, a �S(A)-sequene is a �S-sequene whih satis�es13 the additional ondition that lim(C�) \ A = ? for all � 2 S. By the result of14 Burke and Jensen (proved independently) [1, 14℄, the priniple �� fails whenever15 � is subompat. Sine any global square sequene whose domain are all singular16 ordinals yields a ��-sequene for eah ardinal �, it is not possible to have suh a17 global square sequene in an extender model in general. However, it turns out that18 subompat ardinals onstitute the only limitation on domains of global square19 sequenes in extender models. Our main theorem an be formulated as follows.20 Theorem 1.1 (Main theorem). Let M be an extender model with �-indexing and21 S� = Singular Ordinals of M�[f(�; �+); � is subompat in MgThen in M, there is a global square sequene with domain S�. In fat, for any lass22 A � On there is a lass A0 � A suh that for every regular �,23 A \ � is stationary =) A0 \ � is stationaryand �S�(A0) holds. Consequently, any extender model with �-indexing whih on-24 tains no subompat ardinals satis�es the priniple �.25 Construtions of anonial global square sequenes in extender models are all26 based on Jensen's original onstrution in L, and are arried out on two disjoint27 lasses: the lass of all singular ardinals, and that of all ordinals whih fail to be28 ardinals. Notie that ordinals in the latter lass are elements of intervals (�; �+)29 where � is a ardinal, so in the ase of this lass suh onstrutions give rise to ��-30 sequenes. A typial onstrution of this kind was presented in [14℄. Thus, to obtain31 a global square sequene, it suÆes to fous on the lass of all singular ardinals.32 Our onstrution will give rise to a version of �S(A0)-sequene where the sets are33 fully oherent; the preise formulation is stated in the theorem below. Theorem 1.134 is a onsequene of the fat that ��(A0)-sequenes an be ombined with a �S(A0)-35 sequene, where S is the lass of all singular ardinals, into a single global square36 sequene�(A0); this is the easier impliation in Jensen's result that (8�)�� together37 with �S is equivalent to �. To obtain A0 \ (�; �+) from a given lass A, we an38 simply hoose A0 \ (�; �+) to be a stationary subset of A \ (�; �+) suh that the39 order types of sets in the ��-sequene for � 2 A0 are the same, so our onstrution40 will only fous on the less obvious task of obtaining A0 \ Singular Cardinals. We41 are now ready to state Theorem 1.2. This theorem is the atual result we are42



GLOBAL SQUARE SEQUENCES IN EXTENDER MODELS 3going to prove; Theorem 1.1 is a diret onsequene of Theorem 1.2 and the above1 onsiderations.2 Theorem 1.2. The following is true in any extender model with �-indexing. Let S3 be the lass of all singular ardinals and A � S be a lass. There are a lass A0 � A4 suh that for all inaessible �,5 A \ � is stationary =) A0 \ � is stationaryand a sequene hC�; � 2 Si satisfying the following.6 (a) Eah C� is a losed subset of � \ S; if f(�) > ! then C� is unbounded in7 �. (If � is !-o�nal, it may happen that C� = ?.)8 (b) C�� = C� \ �� whenever �� 2 C�. (That is, we have full ohereny.)9 () otp(C�) < �.10 (d) lim(C�) \ A0 = ?.11 Setion 3 is devoted to the tehnial tools used in the onstrution of a sequene12 as in the previous lemma and Setion 4 to the atual onstrution. The big piture13 here is similar to that in the onstrution of a ��-sequene, but the details di�er,14 in some instanes quite signi�antly. For this reason, several basi notions and15 tehnial lemmata have to be amended to the urrent ontext. In order to keep16 the aount brief, we state several tehnial lemmata in Setion 3 without proofs17 whenever these proofs are straightforward amendments of proofs in [14, 18℄. How-18 ever we do present proofs of lemmata where the amendments are not negligible. In19 order to keep this paper self-ontained, we also state those tehnial lemmata whose20 formulations alone do not require any substantial amendment; it is however still21 the ase that the proofs of these lemmata may require amendments. The soures22 [14, 19℄ and [18℄ should be onsidered a prerequisite here. We will be using notions23 and results from these soures without further notie. Let us stress that throughout24 the proof, we work in a �xed extender model L[E℄ with �-indexing of extenders.25 2. Outline of the onstrution26 In this setion we attempt to give a big piture of the onstrution and explain27 the important points in possibly general terms. It is mentioned in the introdution28 that the onstrution builds on that of ��-sequene presented in [14℄, so we begin29 with refreshing the main points here as well as the main points in the onstrution30 of a global square sequene in L. We then isolate the key issues that need to be31 addressed in order to modify the ideas from [14℄ to obtain tools for onstrution of32 a global square sequene on singular ardinals in an extender model.33 The initial idea, due to Jensen, is to onstrut a square sequene hC� i� (no34 matter whether loal or a global) so that the sets C� onsist of ritial points of35 ertain anonial embeddings. One of the key tasks is then the hoie of a struture36 N� to eah � in a anonial way that would allow to extrat C� with all requisite37 properties as a set of ritial points of suitable elementary maps ���;� : N�� ! N� .38 In the onstrution of a ��-sequene in L, we onsider ordinals � 2 (�; �+) whih39 look like loal suessor ardinals, that is, � is the largest ardinal in J� , and the40 strutures N� are taken to be ollapsing levels for � in L. Thus � is regular in41 N� , but is de�nably (in parameters) singularized, and therefore ollapsed, over N� .42 From now on assume for simpliity that there is a singularizing/ollapsing partial43 funtion f : �! � that is �1-de�nable over N� in parameters. This is equivalent to44



4 MARTIN ZEMANsaying that � is the �rst projetum of N� and to the fat that the Skolem hull of the1 �rst projetum together with the standard parameter ~h1N� (� [ fpN�g) is the entire2 N� ; here pN� is the standard parameter. We then de�ne D� to be the set of ritial3 point of maps ���;� as above with maximal possible degree of elementarity that are4 the identity on � and preserve standard parameters. This degree of elementarity is5 �0, as it follows easily that the only �1-preserving map that is the identity on �6 and has pN� in its range is the identity map. The sets D� are are losed, unbounded7 whenever � has unountable o�nality, and satisfy the strong form of ohereny.8 This an be quite easily veri�ed due to the uniform de�nition of D� . However,9 these sets may have order type larger than �. In order to obtain C� we \thin out"10 the sets D� by a areful analysis of ountable elementary substrutures of N� . This11 an be done in a suÆiently uniform way that preserves loseness and ohereny,12 and additionally guarantees that the order type of C� does not exeed �.13 We now outline how to extend Jensen's argument to an arbitrary extender model14 L[E℄, as is done in detail in [14℄. Analogously as before we onsider ordinals � that15 are loal ardinal suessors in L[E℄ and attempt to de�ne N� to be a singulariz-16 ing/ollapsing level of L[E℄ for � . There is a minor issue onerning preservation of17 standard parameters under maps ���;� whih is resolved by additional requirement18 that rng(���;� ) ontains solidity witnesses for elements of the standard parameter of19 N� . This introdues some non-uniformity into the onstrution whih auses that20 the sets D� are not fully oherent; here a simple ombinatorial manipulation is used21 to turn the sets D� into fully oherent sets B� . We then use the same thinning22 out proedure as before to produe sets C� ; this time thinning out the sets B�23 instead of D� . The just desribed senario an really be made to work, up to one24 important point, namely the proof that the sets B� , hene D� , are o�nal whenever25 � has unountable o�nality. Here is an explanation why. We atually show that26 even proving that D� is nonempty is highly nontrivial. Assume that N� is an ative27 premouse, the ritial point of the top extender F of N� is stritly smaller than �28 and there is a funtion ollapsing � to � that is �1-de�nable over N� in parameters.29 If D� were nonempty, there would be a �0-preserving map ���;� : N�� ! N� whose30 ritial point is �� and whih preserves standard parameters. As we have seen in31 the previous paragraph, suh a map annot be �1-preserving, and therefore annot32 be o�nal. On the other hand ���;� will turn out to be suÆiently elementary to33 guarantee that N� is of the form hJE�� ; �F i where �F is an extender. Sine ���;� is34 the identity below �, ritial points of F and �F agree; denote the ommon ritial35 point by �. As ���;� is not o�nal, there is some set a � � suh that a 2 N� but36 F (a) =2 rng(���;� ). Clearly a 2 N�� , as N� and N�� agree up to � and � is a ardinal37 in L[E℄. But the value �F (a) annot be de�ned, as the degree of elementarity of ���;�38 would fore that F (a) = ���;� ( �F (a)) and we have seen that F (a) is not in the range39 of ���;� . We thus onlude that �F is an extender on JE�� that fails to measure all40 subsets of � that are elements of JE�� . As a onsequene, N�� is not the right hoie41 of the singularizing struture for �� , sine its top extender measures all subsets of its42 ritial point that are elements of N�� . In fat, we have just seen that any struture43 that would qualify as a andidate for the anonial singularizing struture for �� has44 top extender that is not total, whih means that suh struture is not an initial45 segment of any extender model. Strutures of this kind are alled protomie. It is46 now lear that in order to generalize Jensen's onstrution to extender models, it47 is neessary to introdue protomie in the onstrution.48



GLOBAL SQUARE SEQUENCES IN EXTENDER MODELS 5A loser look at protomie reveals that protomie onstitute a form of enoding1 singularizing/ollapsing L[E℄-levels: Given a protomouseM = hJE� ; F i, over whih2 � is �1-de�nably singularized (in parameters), letM� be the longest initial segment3 ofM on whih F is total. The �ne strutural ultrapower N ofM� by F is preisely4 the singularizing level of L[E℄ for � . On the other hand, the ultrapower map �5 is the inverse of the Mostowski ollapsing isomorphism obtained by ollapsing the6 �ne strutural Skolem hull ~hn+1N� (� [ frg) where � = r(F ), r is the image of the7 standard parameter of M� under � and n is largest suh that the n-th projetum8 of N� is stritly above �. In other words, we form the �ne strutural Skolem9 hull of � [ frg whose degree of elementarity is �(n)1 . It an be proved that r10 is a top segment of the standard parameter of N . It is then obvious that the11 extender derived from � is F , and is fully determined by the pair (�; r). Thus12 there is a simple way of obtaining the singularizing L[E℄-level from a singularizing13 protomouse and vie versa. Moreover, there is a nie translation proedure whih14 enables to translate all �ne strutural information between the two strutures. All15 of this makes it plausible that replaing L[E℄ levels with protomie should be a16 suessful approah, but this approah involves solving two ruial issues. First,17 given � we have to deide whether the anonial singularizing struture for � will18 be an L[E℄-level or a protomouse. This deision has to be made before we start the19 onstrution, that is, before we see what kind of strutures and embeddings we have20 to onsider when de�ning D� . Seond, whereas the way from a protomouse to the21 orresponding L[E℄-level is unique, that is, eah protomouse uniquely determines22 the orresponding L[E℄-level, the onverse is not true in general. It is possible to23 have an L[E℄-level whih an be onverted into many protomie, as there may be24 many pairs (�; r) as above. Suh pairs are alled divisors of N . To be more preise,25 in our oÆial de�nition of a divisor we require the divisors to have the form (�; q)26 where q is the bottom part of the standard parameter, that is, q = pN� � r as this27 de�nition is more suitable for omputations. Of ourse both (�; r) and (�; q) arry28 the same amount of information, so for the purpose of this informal outline we will29 onsider both to be divisors. To summarize, if we deide to hoose a protomouse as30 the anonial singularizing struture for � , we fae the question whih protomouse31 should be the anonial one. Equivalently, we have to make a hoie of a divisor. In32 order to keep the ohereny of the sequene of sets we are onstruting, the hoie33 of divisors must be made so that it is preserved under the embeddings ���;� whih34 we know have low degree of elementarity.35 A areful examination of divisors reveals that for eah singularizing L[E℄-levelN�36 there is a olletion of divisors that are easily identi�ed and are preserved under37 weakly preserving embeddings. We will all these divisors strong. We omit the38 de�nition in this outline, as it is not helpful in understanding the big piture. We39 then show that if N� has a strong divisor at all then it has one with largest possible40 �, and this divisor is unique for N� . We will onsider this divisor anonial for N� .41 It will turn out that although anonial divisors are not literally preserved under42 �0-elementary maps, suh maps preserve enough information about them that our43 onstrution an be arried out. The onstrution has the following format. Given44 � , we hek whether the singularizing L[E℄-level N� has a strong divisor. If the45 answer is negative, we let the anonial singularizing struture be N� . If the answer46 is aÆrmative, we let the anonial singularizing struture M� be the protomouse47 determined by the anonial divisor for N� . This splits the set of the ordinals �48



6 MARTIN ZEMANwe are onsidering into two disjoint subsets S0 and S1. If our extender model L[E℄1 ontains enough large ardinals, both these sets may be stationary. On eah of2 these sets we then arry out the onstrutions of D� and B� . We will be able to3 show that D� , and therefore also B� is unbounded in � whenever � has unountable4 o�nality, losed on a tail-end, and ontained in Si whenever � 2 Si. We then show5 that the tail-ends an be hosen in a way that they onstitute a oherent sequene,6 whih will make it possible to run the thinning out proedure in a manner similar7 to that in L to produe the square sequene C� .8 Proving the three properties of D� mentioned in the previous paragraph is the9 heart of the argument. The proof atually shows that for suÆiently large �� suh10 that there is a �0-preserving map � : �M ! M� where �M is a singularizing proto-11 mouse for �� we neessarily have �M = M�� . That is, the only protomouse that an12 be embedded into the anonial protomouseM� are those determined by anonial13 divisors for N�� . Let us also mention the speial ase where N� is as in the example14 above, that is N� is ative, the ritial point � of its top extender is stritly smaller15 than � and there is a �1-de�nable funtion over N� in parameters that singularizes16 � . If moreover N� does not have any strong divisors, following our hoie of singu-17 larizing strutures, we let N� be the anonial singularizing struture for � . In the18 example above we saw that for eah �� 2 C� the anonial singularizing struture for19 �� is the protomouse M�� . Hene the maps ���;� are maps between protomie and a20 premouse. Fine strutural parameters of protomie hJE� ; F i are omputed relative21 to prediates E and F , whereas those of premie hJE� ; F i are omputed relative to22 prediates E;F and possibly some additional onstants. To ensure ohereny, in23 situations like this we have to treat N� as a protomouse; we all it \pluripotent24 premouse". In partiular, suh situations require to work with the Dodd parameter25 of N� instead of the standard parameter, as the Dodd parameter is preisely the26 standard parameter omputed relative to E and F . We then we have to prove �ne27 strutural lemmata whih show that swithing to Dodd parameters does not do any28 harm to the ohereny of sets we onstrut.29 We are now ready to disuss the onstrution of a global square sequene on30 singular ardinals and give a desription of the main tehnial issues that arise31 when trying to adapt the ideas desribed above to this onstrution. As � , being32 now a singular ardinal in L[E℄, is a limit ardinal in any initial L[E℄-segment JE�33 where � � � , it will look like an inaessible ardinal in the singularizing L[E℄-level34 N� for � . We again split the lass of all singular ardinals into two disjoint lasses35 S0 and S1 where the former onsists of those ordinals for whih we let the anonial36 singularizing struture be N� , whereas the latter onsists of all those ordinals for37 whih we let the anonial singularizing struture be a anonial protomouse. From38 the point of view of N� , the inaessible ardinal � is de�nably (in parameters)39 singularized over N� . In the onstrution of a ��-sequene in [14℄ � was the largest40 ardinal below � , whih was a very handy fat on whih we heavily relied, even in41 the de�nition of a divisor. Hene the �rst task in the present onstrution is to42 modify the de�nition of a divisor in a way that would make sense even if no ardinal43 predeessor of � exists. Of ourse, this has the onsequene that all of the lemmata44 onerning divisors and relationship between protomie and the assoiated L[E℄-45 levels have to be reformulated and the proofs adjusted appropriately. In partiular,46 we have to make sure that we have a meaningful notion of strong divisor in the47 present ontext and that the auxiliary lemmata an be appropriately modi�ed as48



GLOBAL SQUARE SEQUENCES IN EXTENDER MODELS 7well. The ondensation lemma for protomie requires a more areful reformulation1 and we atually inlude a proof of the lemma in detail, as it ontains nontrivial2 new tehnial aspets. There are of ourse numerous minor points that require3 some work beyond that inluded in [14℄; those whih an be treated in a standard4 way are left to the reader without further omments. However, our onstrution5 involves there three points in that need to be addressed a substantially new way;6 we would like to say more about these points below.7 It was explained above that given a divisor (�; r) for N� we an determine the8 top extender of the assoiated protomouse by forming the �ne strutural �(n)1 -9 elementary hull ~hn+1N� (�[frg) and subsequent deriving the extender from the inverse10 of the ollapsing isomorphism �. We also said that there is a natural translation11 proedure that enables to transfer �ne strutural information between N� and the12 assoiated protomouse M . The heart of the issue is that the omplexity degree of13 fats that are possible to translate using this proedure must math the degree of14 elementarity of the Skolem hull we form, or equivalently to the degree of elementar-15 ity of the assoiated ultrapower map. Thus, in our ase the translation proedure16 translates �(n)1 -fats over N� into �1-fats over M and vie versa. If � were a17 loal suessor (as it happens in the onstrution in [14℄) then for n as above we18 would have a singularizing funtion for � that is �(n)1 -de�nable in parameters over19 N� , so the translation proedure tells us that the same funtion is �1-de�nable in20 parameters overM . In the present ase � is a limit ardinal, so it may happen that21 even though n is largest suh that the n-th projetum of N� is stritly above � , the22 smallest omplexity degree of a singularizing funtion for � over N� is muh larger23 than n. Thus, in this ase the protomouse M would not be a singularizing proto-24 mouse for � , as any funtion that is �1-de�nable over M would be �(n)1 -de�nable25 over N� , so suh funtion would not singularize � . In order to �x this issue one26 might attempt to inrease the elementarity degree of the Skolem hull of � [ frg,27 but this will lash with the fat that N� is obtained as a �ne strutural ultrapower,28 and it is a general fat about suh ultrapowers that the elementarity degree of the29 ultrapower map is always the largest n suh that the n-th projetum of N� is above30 �(�). Given these two observations, the only feasible approah to deal with the31 issue seems to be imposing an additional restrition the lass S1 that every � 2 S132 must satisfy the following requirement: If n is largest suh that the n-th projetum33 of N� is stritly above � then there is a partial singularizing funtion for � that34 is �(n)1 -de�nable over N� in parameters. Suh L[E℄-levels N� will be alled exat.35 Notie that in the ase where � was a loal suessor N� was automatially exat,36 so this restrition is atually quite natural. However, whereas in the onstrution37 of �� the property of being exat was always automatially granted and we did38 not even have to onsider it expliitly, in our urrent situation we have to develop39 e�ort to keep the property of being exat preserved at all sensitive stages in the40 onstrution. Moreover, we also have to verify that there is no loss of generality,41 more preisely, that despite our restrition of S1 the sets C� are de�ned for every42 singular ardinal � .43 The two other major issues that arise in the onstrution are of more tehnial44 nature than that disussed above. Both onern the proof that the sets C� are45 losed. In the onstrution of a��-sequene where the ordinals � were loal ardinal46 suessors we were able to show that B� were losed on a tail-end, and a part of47 the argument was an easy observation that if �� is a limit point of B� and we have48



8 MARTIN ZEMANa diagram of strutures N�� together with the anonial maps ���;� 0 between them1 for ��; � 0 2 B�\�� then the diret limit struture �N is a singularizing struture for �� .2 This is the ase sine there is a ommon bound on the domains of the singularizing3 funtions of ��, namely �. In the present situation where all ordinals �; �� and ��4 are singular ardinals no suh bound exists, and atually B� fails to be losed on5 a tail-end in general if � 2 S0. We however prove that the sets C� are losed, by a6 areful examination of the thinning out proedure that is used to extrat C� from7 B� . This is done in Lemma 4.11. The main idea of the proof appears already in [20℄,8 although here we use a more elaborate version. It should be noted that a variant of9 the same argument applied to L is impliit in Jensen's original proof, although it10 has a di�erent form, as the entire setting of his onstrution is di�erent from that11 hosen in this paper. Let us �nally note that in the remark following the proof12 of Lemma 4.11 we also disuss a senario where the layout of entire onstrution13 makes it possible to prove that the sets B� an be proved to be losed on a tail-end.14 However, the author believes the layout hosen in this paper makes the onstrution15 somewhat simpler.16 The remaining major issue we would like to disuss is even more tehnial. Al-17 ready the onstrution of a global square sequene in L requires an extra tehnial18 tool in order to make the tehniques from the onstrution of a ��-sequene work.19 The ritial issue is the observation that the maps ���;� have maximal possible de-20 gree of elementarity, but are not o�nal in the relevant projetum (for instane, if21 � an be singularized via a funtion that is �1-de�nable over N� then ���;� is not22 o�nal in the 0-th projetum, that is, not o�nal in the usual sense). One way of23 arranging this is imposing the additional requirement on the maps ���;� that these24 maps preserve \semi-o�nalities" of �� . The \semi-o�nality" of � is denoted by25 �� and is the largest ordinal � < � suh that � \ ~hn+1N� (� [ fpN�g) = �. The use26 of \semi-o�nalities" already appears in Jensen's onstrution in L. The reason27 for onsidering \semi-o�nalities" instead of o�nalities is that the maps ���;� do28 not, in general preserve de�nable o�nalities, but they are suÆiently elementary29 to preserve \semi-o�nalities". The onstrution in L[E℄ relies on preservation of30 \semi-o�nalities" more heavily than that in L in several respets. We will now31 fous on the most important of them whih also goes substantially beyond the32 onstrution from [14℄. This point is the proof that for � 2 S1 the sets B� are33 losed on a tail-end (in ontrast to the ase � 2 S0 disussed in the previous para-34 graph). Super�ially, the reason why B� are losed on a tail-end is the existene35 of a ommon bound on o�nalities of the kind desribed in the previous paragraph36 in onnetion with the onstrution in [14℄, and this bound is �+ where we reall37 that � is the ritial point of the top extender of the protomouse M� . The ma-38 jor issue we would like to desribe arises in veri�ation that for suÆiently large39 �� , if there is an embedding ���;� : �M ! M� between two protomie and �M is a40 singularizing protomouse for �� then neessarily �M = M�� . The argument is done41 by ontradition assuming that we have a stritly inreasing sequene h�� j � < i42 o�nal in � for whih we hose the anonial divisor inorretly. Letting (�� ; q�)43 be the the orresponding orret anonial divisors, neessarily �� > � where (�; q)44 is the anonial divisor of N� . Without loss of generality we may assume that the45 ordinals �� onstitute an inreasing (not neessarily stritly) sequene onverging46 to some ordinal �0. If �0 < � we will draw the ontradition by arguing that the47 hoie of (�; q) was inorret, as N� must have a strong divisor of the form (�0; q0)48



GLOBAL SQUARE SEQUENCES IN EXTENDER MODELS 9where �0 > �. This is a kind of reetion argument. However, if �0 = � then this1 argument annot be arried out. The issue is resolved by setting up the onstru-2 tion so that, roughly speaking, the \semi-o�nalities" of elements of B� omputed3 relative to their orresponding anonial protomie are all equal to 0. It is then4 proved that this setting will rule out the possibility �0 = � .5 3. Tehnial tools6 We begin with a version of the ondensation lemma whih is useful for ombi-7 natorial onstrutions; this version is slightly more general than that formulated8 in [14℄. This more general formulation helps to better organize the material in the9 urrent setion. Moreover we obtain formulations of tehnial lemmata that an be10 diretly applied to broader area of problems than those disussed in our paper.11 Reall that ifN is an aeptable struture and � is an ordinal then ore�(N) is the12 transitive ollapse of the hull ~hn+1N (� [ fpNg) where pN is the standard parameter13 of N , ~hn+1N is the �(n)1 -Skolem funtion for N and n is suh that !%n+1N � � <14 !%nN . In Jensen's �ne struture theory these notions an be de�ned whenever N15 is an aeptable struture whose parameters an be lengthened; so N need not16 be a premouse. The assoiated ore map � : ore�(N) ! N is the inverse to17 the Mostowski ollapsing isomorphism. This map is always ��-preserving. We18 intend to work with initial segments of the model L[E℄, however for development19 of tehnial lemmata in this setion it will be onvenient to work with the broader20 lass of premie weakly embeddable into L[E℄-levels whih still enjoy many of the21 properties of L[E℄-levels.22 De�nition 3.1. We say that a premouse N is weakly embeddable into a pre-23 mouse N 0 just in ase that there is a �nite sequene h(Ni; �i; ki) j i < m+ 1i suh24 that eah Ni is a premouse, N0 = N , Nm+1 = N 0 and for eah i < m+ 125 � either Ni+1 is of same type as Ni and �i : Ni ! Ni+1 is a �(ki)0 -preserving26 map suh that � � !%ki+1Ni = id27 � or else Ni is an initial segment of Ni+1, �i = id and ki = 0.28 Obviously, if N is weakly embeddable into N 0, �N is a premouse of the same type29 as N and � : �N ! N is a �(k)0 -preserving embedding suh that � � !%k+1�N = id30 then �N is weakly embeddable into N 0. Also any initial segment of a premouse31 weakly embeddable into N 0 is itself weakly embeddable into N 0. The following32 ondensation lemma holds for premie weakly embeddable into L[E℄-levels, see [18℄33 for its proof. The lemma an atually be proved for premie whih satisfy suÆient34 iterability hypothesis, however in this paper we try to avoid any diret referene to35 iterability.36 Lemma 3.2 (Condensation lemma). Assume N is a premouse weakly embeddable37 into an L[E℄-level. Let �N be a premouse of the same type as N and � : �N ! N be38 a �(n)0 -preserving embedding suh that � � !%n+1�N = id. Then �N is solid and p �N is39 k-universal for every k 2 ! (briey universal). Furthermore, if �N is sound above40 � = r(�) then one of the following holds:41 (a) �N = ore�(N) and � is the assoiated ore map. So if N is sound above �42 then �N = N and � = id.43 (b) �N is a proper initial segment of N .44



10 MARTIN ZEMAN() �N = Ult�(N jj �; EN� ) where � � !� and � < ht(N) is largest suh that �1 is a ardinal in N jj �; moreover, � = r(EN� ) is a ardinal predeessor of �2 in N jj � and a single generator of EN� .3 (d) �N is a proper initial segment of Ult(N;EN� ).4 It follows immediately from the above de�nition that any premouse weakly em-5 beddable into an L[E℄-level is solid and its standard parameter is universal.6 We now introdue some notation that will help us to eonomize the text. Given7 an aeptable J-struture M and an ordinal � 2M , we let n�(�;M) be the largest8 n 2 !+1 suh that !%nM > � . Given a singular ordinal � , we say that an aeptable9 struture M is a singularizing struture for � just in ase that � is regular in10 M and there is some n 2 ! and a good �(n)1 (M) map that partially maps some11 ordinal Æ < � o�nally into � . We denote the least suh n by n(�;M). Obviously12 n�(�;M) � n(�;M). We will often say briey that M singularizes � . If there is a13 singularizing partial map for � that is �(m)1 (M) in a parameter q then obviously14 � \ ~hm+1M (Æ [ fqg) is o�nal in � for a suitably hosen Æ < � ; here ~hm+1M is the15 anonial �(m)1 -Skolem funtion for M . If Rn�+1M 6= ? then of ourse q an be16 hosen from Rn�+1M . In partiular, if M is sound then we an let q = pM .17 It may of ourse happen that n�(�;M) < n(�;M), i.e. that n(�;M) is not nees-18 sarily the least n suh that !%n+1M � � . This leads to serious diÆulties in attempts19 to translate { in a suÆiently uniform way { �ne strutural information between20 premie N and protomie (see below) assoiated with N , an issue whih does not21 our in onstrutions of ��-sequenes in [14℄ where the fous is on singularizing22 premie for loal suessors. Fortunately, premie N with n�(�;N) < n(�;N) an23 be avoided in the analysis of extender fragments that arise in the onstrution of24 the anonial global � sequene.25 De�nition 3.3. Let M be a singularizing struture for � . We say that M is exat26 for � just in ase that n�(�;M) = n(�;M).27 Sine the de�nition of exatness is restrited to singularizing strutures, when-28 ever we say that M is exat for � , we impliitly require that M is a singularizing29 struture for � . Notie that if n(�;M) = 0 then M is automatially exat. This30 simple fat will be ruial in dealing with the issue skethed above. It implies that31 among all protomie, only those assoiated with exat levels of the extender model32 are relevant for the onstrution of a global � sequene.33 Reall that forming ultrapowers of premie may give rise to oherent strutures34 whose top prediates are extender fragments. This is typial in interpolation argu-35 ments if the target premouse is so-alled pluripotent. For our present purposes, we36 will use the following de�nition of pluripoteny.37 De�nition 3.4. Let N be a premouse and � 2 N be an ordinal. We say that38 the pair (N; �) is pluripotent just in ase that N is ative with r(ENtop) < � and39 n�(�;N) = 0. If � is lear from the ontext, we will briey say that N is pluripotent.40 We now introdue the notion of a divisor; again, we just adapt the notion from41 [14℄ to the urrent ontext. Reall that if N is ative then h�N is the �1-Skolem42 funtion for N omputed in the language for oherent strutures. Obviously h�N =43 ~h1N whenever N is a premouse of type A or C, but the two Skolem funtions may44 di�er for type B premie. For � � maxf!%1N ; r(ENtop)+Ng we let d�N be the <�-45 least �nite set of ordinals d with h�N (� [ fdg) = N if suh a d exists; here <� is46



GLOBAL SQUARE SEQUENCES IN EXTENDER MODELS 11the anonial well-ordering of �nite sets of ordinals. If d�N exists, we say that N is1 Dodd sound above �. It is proved in [19℄ that if d�N exists then also d�N exists for2 all � � � and d�N = d�N � �. We let dN = d�N where � = maxf!%1N ; r(ENtop)+Ng.3 This notation slightly diverges from that in [19℄, but the two notations agree if4 r(ENtop) < !%1N whih will be the ase in our appliations. In general, dN need5 not exist, but it is proved in [19℄ that dN exists whenever N is a sound premouse6 weakly embeddable into a level of L[E℄.7 De�nition 3.5. Let N be a sound premouse weakly embeddable into an L[E℄-level,8 � 2 N be a limit ardinal in N and n = n�(�;N) 2 !. Granting that (N; �) is not9 pluripotent, a pair (�; q) is a divisor for (N; �) if and only if there is an ordinal �10 suh that, setting r = pN � q � � and Y = ~hn+1N (� [ frg), the following holds:11 (a) � < � � � < !%nN ;12 (b) q = (pN \ �) � � ;13 () Y \ !%n is o�nal in !%nN ;14 (d) � = min (On \ Y � �).15 Granting that (N; �) is pluripotent and r(ENtop) < !%1N , a pair (�; q) is a divisor16 for (N; �) if and only if there is an ordinal � suh that, setting r = dN � q� � and17 Y = h�N (�[ frg), lauses (a) { (d) above hold with the urrent �; r; Y and with dN18 in plae of pN in (b).19 Throughout the paper, if we say that (�; q) is a divisor for (N; �) we impliitly20 assume that N is sound premouse weakly embeddable into a level of L[E℄ and � is21 a limit ardinal in N . Given a pair (N; �) and a divisor (�; q) for (N; �), the hull22 Y from the above de�nition ollapses to a premouse N� = N�(�; q), giving rise to23 the �(n)1 -preserving map � = �N (�; q) : N� ! N and the extender fragment24 (1) F = FN (�; q) def= � � (P(�) \N�):The notation is analogous to that in [14℄ in that we expose the pair N and the25 divisor (�; q) with any objet whose dependeny on N and (�; q) we want to stress.26 For instane, we write rN (�; q) for r and �N (�; q) for �. We an drop � here sine27 one we know that (�; q) is a divisor for (N; �) then �; r; Y; F and all other objets of28 interest do not depend on � . Reall also that, by de�nition, �N (�; q) = �N (�; q)+N29 and #N (�; q) = �+N� .30 The proofs of Lemmata 2.1 { 2.3 in [14℄ go through with the present de�nition of31 a divisor, so N� is a proper initial segment of N (and thus a proper level of N jj�+),32 N = Ult�(N�; F ), and � is the assoiated �ne ultrapower map. The struture33 N(�; q) def= hJEN� ; F iis the protomouse assoiated with (N; �) and the divisor (�; q).34 If (N; �) is pluripotent, the above de�nition of a divisor makes use of the Dodd35 parameter and the �1-Skolem funtion h�N in plae of pN and ~hn+1N . This may36 look unnatural at �rst glane, sine the de�nition using the language of premie37 makes sense also for pluripotent pairs (N; �). The reason why we use the language38 of oherent strutures here is that if N is a type B premouse then the de�nition39 using the language of premie does not over all situations we enounter in our40 main onstrution. In partiular, it does not over the ase where �N (�; q) = �N .41 Notie also that this ase is peuliar sine it an happen that N and N�(�; dN ) are42 premie of di�erent types, an issue that does not our in the remaining ase where43



12 MARTIN ZEMAN�N (�; q) < �N or, equivalently, � < �N� . If � < �N� , it is irrelevant whih language1 we hoose for the de�nition of a divisor, beause the proofs of Lemmata 2.4 and 2.52 in [14℄ go through in the urrent setting. The fat that the hoie of language does3 not a�et the de�nition of a divisor if � < �N� will be essential in the proof of4 ohereny of the square sequenes we onstrut in the next setion.5 We now state a fat onerning the relationship between the Dodd parameter6 and standard parameter that will be useful in our main onstrution and whih7 gives a rigorous bakground to the remarks from the previous paragraph. If (N; �)8 is pluripotent where N is a sound mouse embeddable into a level of L[E℄ with9 r(ENtop) < !%1N then dN = p1N [ eN where, letting ��N be the largest utpoint of10 ENtop and N be the index of ENtop j��N , the parameter eN is the <�-least �nite set11 of ordinals e suh that N 2 h�N (!%1N [fp1N [eg), see [19℄. From the above remarks12 we get the following lemma, whose proof an be extrated from the the proofs of13 Lemmata 2.4 and 2.5 in [14℄.14 Lemma 3.6. If (N; �) is pluripotent where N is a sound premouse embeddable into15 an L[E℄-level and (�; q) is a divisor for (N; �) with �N�(�;q) > � then16 � eN 2 h�N (� [ fpN � q � �; Ng),17 � N 2 h�N (� [ fdN � q � �)g) and18 � (p1N \ �)� � = q = (dN \ �)� � .19 The same is also true of pairs (�; q) suh that � = � and (a) { (d) in De�nition 3.520 are met with � > � . (Suh pairs will not be onsidered divisors in the rest of the21 text, but we will need to deal with them oasionally.)22 We will onsider oherent strutures whose initial segments are premie. Given23 suh a oherent struture M = hJEM� ; F i we let �M = r(F ) and �M = �(F ), so F24 is an extender at (�M ; �M ). We also let #M be the largest ordinal # � �+M suh that25 F measures all sets in P(�M )\JEM# and �M is the largest ardinal in JEM# . Finally26 N�(M) is the ollapsing level of JE� for #M if #M < �+MM . Granting that N�(M)27 is de�ned, we let N(M) = Ult�(N�(M); F ) and �M be the assoiated ultrapower28 embedding. In general, it is not lear that this ultrapower is well-founded, but if it29 is, we onsider N(M) to be transitive. We say thatM is a potential protomouse30 if #M < �+M and N(M) is transitive. M is a protomouse just in ase that M31 is a potential protomouse and N(M) is a premouse weakly embeddable into an32 L[E℄-level. We do not require that N(M) is sound, but it is straightforward to33 verify that N(M) is automatially sound above �M . If �M < � � �M then, letting34 rM = �M (pN�(M)), n = n�(�M ; N�(M)) and YM = ~hn+1N(M)(�M [frMg), lauses (a)35 { (d) in De�nition 3.5 hold with �M ; �M ; rM ; YM and qM = (pN(M) \ �M ) � � =36 pN(M) � rM � � in plae of �; �; r; Y and q. For sound N(M) this means that37 M = N(M)(�M ; q). The requirement on the soundness of N(M) is in a sense38 superuous here sine we ould easily generalize the de�nition of a divisor to premie39 that are not sound. This would however, ause a non-uniformity in the de�nition of40 a divisor, whih relies on the notion of Dodd parameter, so in order to generalize the41 de�nition of a divisor we would �rst need to generalize the notion of Dodd parameter42 appropriately and develop some of its properties. Sine this will not be needed in our43 appliation and would make the text unneessary ompliated we prefer to restrit44 the de�nition of a divisor for sound premie. In the onstrution of the anonial45 global � sequene we will often work with singularizing protomie for ordinals � .46 Only protomie M with n(�;M) = 0 will be relevant for our onstrution; this47



GLOBAL SQUARE SEQUENCES IN EXTENDER MODELS 13situation is parallel to that in the onstrution of �� in [14℄. By the remarks made1 above, suh protomie are automatially exat.2 The method of translation between the de�nability over protomie and the de-3 �nability over their assoiated premie is analogous to that disussed in Setion 2.24 of [14℄. The following is our basi onversion lemma.5 Lemma 3.7. Let M be a potential protomouse and N = N(M). Let further6 n = n�(�M ; N�(M)), p 2 Rn+1N�(M), r = �M (p) and q � �M be �nite.7 (a) If A is �(n)1 (N) in r [ q then there is some A� that is �1(M) in q and #M8 satisfying A \ � = A� \ �.9 (b) If A is �1(M) in  2 M then there is some �A that is �(n)1 (N) in ; r and10 #M satisfying A \ � = �A \ �.11 For N we use the language for premie unless N�(M) is ative with �N�(M) = �,12 in whih ase we use the language for oherent strutures. For M we always use13 the language for oherent strutures.14 The proof of the above lemma an easily be extrated from the proofs of Lem-15 mata and Corollaries 2.7 { 2.12 of [14℄. This lemma, as well as the onversion16 lemmata stated below, an be formulated in a broader ontext, not just for poten-17 tial protomie. The urrent formulations, however, suÆe for our later appliations.18 Parallel to Lemmata 2.13 and 2.14 we also have the following onversion onerning19 de�nable singletons.20 We �rst give some details onerning the abuse of notation we will use to simplify21 the notation. Let M be a oherent struture with top extender F and � = r(F ).22 We write F (f) for �M (f) where f : �! � or f : �! P(�). In either ase f an be23 viewed as a subset of �� �, so oding by G�odel tuples h�; �0i 7! ��; �0� makes it24 possible to replae f by its natural ode af � �. Sine obviously a�M (f) = F (af ),25 it is harmless to trade the orret notation \F (af )" for somewhat sloppy, but more26 intuitive \F (f)". Sine oding by G�odel tuples allows us to ode �nite sets of27 ordinals by ordinals, we usually write f(x), resp. F (f)(x) where f is as above28 and x is a �nite set of ordinals. The orret way of writing this would be f(�x),29 resp. F (f)(�x) where �x = ��0; � � � ; �`�1� and h�0; � � � ; �`�1i is the desending30 enumeration of x. Finally we write f(x; �), resp. F (f)(x; �) for f(��x; ��), resp.31 F (f)(��x; ��).32 Lemma 3.8. Let M;N; n and r be as in the previous lemma. Let further � = �M ,33 q � �M be �nite, � < �M and y � �M .34 (a) If � (resp. y) is �(n)1 (N)-de�nable from r and q as a singleton then there35 is some f : � ! � (resp. f : � ! P(�)) in N�(M) suh that � = F (f)(q)36 (resp. y = F (f)(q)).37 (b) If � = F (f)(q) for some f : �! � in N�(M) (resp. y = F (f)(q)) for some38 f : �! P(�) in N�(M) then � (resp. y) is �(n)1 (N) de�nable from r; q and39 some � < � as a singleton.40 The languages are hosen the same way as in the previous lemma.41 Lemma 3.9. Let M = hJE� ; F i be a oherent struture suh that F is a total42 extender on M . Let � = �M , q � �M be �nite, � < �M and y � �M .43



14 MARTIN ZEMAN(a) If � (resp. y) is �1(M)-de�nable from q as a singleton then there is some1 f : � ! � (resp. f : � ! P(�)) in JEM#M suh that � = F (f)(q; �) (resp.2 y = F (f)(q; �)).3 (b) If � = F (f)(q) for some f : � ! � in JEM#M (resp. y = F (f)(q)) for some4 f : �! P(�) in JEM#M ) then � (resp. y) is �1(M) de�nable from q and f as5 a singleton.6 The previous two lemmata give us a tool for identifying divisors for premie over7 their assoiated protomie; this tool orresponds to Lemma 2.15 of [14℄. Notie8 that the haraterization of de�nability in Lemma 3.8 has always the same form9 over M , no matter whether �M < �N�(M) or �M = �N�(M). The same is true of10 the haraterization over N(�; q) of divisors for N below. This obviously brings11 many advantages in appliations.12 Lemma 3.10. Assume (�; q) is a divisor for (N; �), n = n�(�;N) 2 !, and F =13 FN (�; q). Let � � �0 < � and q0 be a bottom part of q, that is, q0 = q \ �0 for14 some �0 � max(q) + 1 where max(?) = � . Finally let r0 = q � q0. Then (�0; q0)15 is a divisor for (N; �) if and only if the following ondition is satis�ed for every16 f : �! � in N�(�; q) and every � < �0:17 F (f)(r0; �) � max(q0) =) F (f)(r0; �) < �0:Reall that solidity witnesses (no matter whether generalized or standard) are18 omputed in the language for premie in the ase of premie and in the language19 for oherent strutures in the ase of protomie. In ertain arguments we will20 need to onsider strutures assoiated with oherent strutures M that are de�ned21 analogously as standard witnesses W�;qM with the only exeption that � is smaller22 than the ultimate projetum ofM and q is allowed to ontain ordinals smaller than23 this projetum. Given an aeptable struture M , a number n 2 !, a �nite set24 q of ordinals in M and an ordinal � 2 M , the struture Wn;�;qM is the transitive25 ollapse of the hull ~hk+1N (�[fq�(�+1)g) where k is suh that !%k+1M � � < !%nM if26 !%n+1M � � and k = n if � < !%k+1M . We all this struture the standard n-witness27 for � with respet to M and q. If (N; �) is pluripotent, standard Dodd witnesses28 are de�ned in the same manner, but in the language for oherent strutures instead29 of that for premie, and with n = 0. Standard Dodd witnesses for N are denoted30 by �W�;qN . If (N; �) is pluripotent, we get the following onsequene of Lemma 3.6.31 (2) If N and (�; q) are as in Lemma 3.6, � � � < min(dN � q) and pis a parameter suh that dN � q � p then �W�;pN =W 0;�;pN .The next lemma summarizes onversions between �ne strutural harateristis32 of N and its assoiated protomie. These onversions orrespond to Lemma 2.1633 and Corollary 2.17 in [14℄. They easily follow from Lemmata 3.7 { 3.9.34 Lemma 3.11. Let M be a potential protomouse and n = n�(�M ; N�(M)). Then35 (a) !%n+1N = !%1M36 where N = N(M). Assume � is an ordinal satisfying maxf�+MM ; !%1Mg � � . Then37 the following hold.38 (b) N is a singularizing struture for � with n(�;N) = n just in ase that M is39 a singularizing struture for � with n(�;M) = 0. Consequently, if M and40 N are singularizing strutures for � then N is exat for � if and only if M41 is exat for � .42



GLOBAL SQUARE SEQUENCES IN EXTENDER MODELS 15() p1M � � = (pnN \ �M ) � � if N�(M) is either passive or ative suh that1 �N�(M) > �M , and p1M�� = dN�� if N�(M) is ative with �N�(M) = �M .2 (d) N is sound above � if and only if M is sound above � , granting that N�(M)3 is either passive or ative with �N�(M) > �M . N is Dodd sound above �4 if and only if M is sound above � , granting that N�(M) is ative with5 �N�(M) = �M .6 (e) Assume that #M � � < �M , p 2 Rn+1N�(M), r = �M (p) and q � �M is �nite.7 If N�(M) is either passive or ative with �N�(M) > �M then Wn;�;r[qN =8 Ult�(N�(M); F 0;�;qM ) where F 0;�;qM is the top extender of W 0;�;qM . Letting9 W = W 0;�;qN , the assoiated ultrapower embedding �� : N�(M) ! W is the10 inverse to the Mostowski ollapsing isomorphism that omes from ollapsing11 the hull ~hn+1W (�M [ f��(pg) and F 0;�;qM is the extender derived from this12 embedding. It follows that Wn;�;r[qN 2 N if and only if W 0;�;qM 2M .13 If N�(M) is ative with �N�(M) = �M , the same is true with standard14 Dodd witnesses for N in plae of standard 0-witnesses for N .15 (f) N is solid above � if and only if M is solid above � , granting that N�(M)16 is either passive or ative with �N�(M) > �M . N is Dodd solid above17 � if and only if M is solid above � , granting that N�(M) is ative with18 �N�(M) = �M .19 Reall that the notion of soundness has a de�nition in Jensen's �ne struture20 theory that does not depend on the notion of solidity and vie versa, so the way21 lauses (d) and (f) in the above lemma are formulated does make sense. An a-22 eptable strutureM is sound above � just in ase that ~hnM (!%nM [fpnM � �g) =M23 where n is suh that !%n+1M � � < !%nM ; M is solid above � just in ase that24 W �;pnMM 2M for eah � 2 pnM � � . If M is solid then pnM is a top segment of pM , as25 an be easily seen.26 The following two lemmata orrespond to Lemma 2.18 in [14℄. They make use of27 \generalized" versions of witnessesWn;�;qM whih are de�ned in similarly as general-28 ized solidity witnesses. IfM;� and q are as in the de�nition of a standard n-witness29 above, say that a pair hQ; ti is a generalized n-witness for � with respet to M30 and q just in ase that Q is an aeptable struture, t is a �nite set of ordinals31 in Q with jtj = jq � (� + 1)j, and for every �(n)1 -formula '(v0; v1; : : : ; v`) and any32 �1; : : : ; �` < � we have33 M j= '[q � (�+ 1); �1; : : : ; �`℄ =) Q j= '[t; �1; : : : ; �`℄:For pluripotent premie, generalized Dodd witnesses are de�ned in the same man-34 ner, but in the language for oherent strutures instead of that for premie, and35 with n = 0.36 Given an aeptable struture M , n-witnesses for M (no matter whether stan-37 dard or generalized) do not provide us with any information about solidity of M38 below !%n+1M . We introdued them for a di�erent purpose | namely, for iden-39 tifying anonial divisors. The next two lemmata, as well as the notion of an40 n-witness/generalized n-witness an be formulated in a more general setting, but41 we restrit ourselves to a formulation that suÆes for our appliations. There is a42 slight overlap in the onlusions of the lemmata, whih might be seen as a de�ieny43 in the way the paper is organized. The reason we hose these formulations is that44 appliations of the lemmata in the arguments to ome (espeially in the proof of45



16 MARTIN ZEMANLemma 4.9) beome more natural. The proofs of both Lemma 3.12and Lemma 3.131 follow from Lemma 3.11 in a straightforward manner.2 Lemma 3.12. Let M be a potential protomouse, n = n�(�;N) and N = N(M).3 Let further p 2 Rn+1M , r = �M (p) and q � �M be �nite. Finally let #M � � < �M .4 Assume N�(M) is either passive or ative with �N�(M) > �, and hQ; ti is a5 generalized n-witness for � with respet to N and r [ q. If H is any transitive6 admissible struture suh that hQ; ti 2 H then Wn;�;r[qN 2 H and is �0-de�nable7 in H from hQ; ti and �. It follows that also W 0;�;qM 2 H and is �0-de�nable in H8 from the parameters hQ; ti; � and #M .9 Assume N�(M) is ative with �N�(M) = � and hQ; ti is a generalized Dodd10 witness for � with respet to N and r [ q. If H is a transitive admissible struture11 suh that hQ; ti 2 H then also �W�;r[qN is an element of H and is �0-de�nable in H12 from hQ; ti and �. It follows that W 0;�;qM is and element of H and is �0-de�nable13 in H from hQ; ti; � and #M .14 In either ase, the de�nition of the standard witness is uniform, that is, there15 is a single formula ' that serves as a de�nition of the standard witness from the16 parameters named above. This formula depends neither on these parameters nor17 on H.18 Lemma 3.13. Let M be a oherent struture, #M � � < �M and q � �M be �nite.19 Assume M is a potential protomouse and hQ; ti is a generalized 0-witness for �20 with respet to M and q. If H is a transitive admissible struture and hQ; ti 2 H21 then also the standard 0-witness W 0;�;qM is an element of H and is �0-de�nable in22 H from hQ; ti; � and #M .23 Assume is a premouse and hQ; ti is a generalized Dodd witness for � with respet24 to M and q. If H is a transitive admissible struture and hQ; ti 2 H then also the25 standard Dodd witness �W�;qM is an element of H and is �0-de�nable in H from the26 parameters hQ; ti; � and #M .27 We will make use of the following ondensation lemma for protomie, whih28 orresponds to the onjuntion of Lemmata 2.19 and 2.20 in [14℄. The proof of this29 lemma follows the same strategy as the proofs of the above named lemmata in [14℄.30 There are however di�erenes in the veri�ation of the initial segment ondition for31 ertain extenders whih arise in the argument, as well as in the appliation of the32 ondensation lemma; for this reason we give a sketh of the proof that fouses on33 these new issues.34 Lemma 3.14. Let M be either a protomouse or an ative premouse weakly em-35 beddable into an L[E℄-level and let � be inaessible in M suh that �M < � � �M .36 Suppose further that �M is a oherent struture, �� 2 �M is an ordinal, � : �M ! M37 and the following requirements are met:38 (a) �M is sound and solid with !%1�M � �� .39 (b) � is �0-preserving and non-o�nal.40 () r(�) = �� and �(�� ) = � .41 Letting �N = N( �M) and � = �M = � �M , the struture �N is a proper level of M , the42 pair (�; p �M ) is a divisor for �N and �M = �N(�; p �M ).43 If �M is a singularizing struture for �� with n(�� ; �M) = 0 then �N is the level of44 M singularizing �� , and is exat for �� .45



GLOBAL SQUARE SEQUENCES IN EXTENDER MODELS 17Proof. Obviously �� is an inaessible ardinal in the sense of �M . The non-o�nality1 of � yields # �M < #M . Sine �� is a limit ardinal in �M , # �M < �+ �M , so N�( �M)2 is de�ned and, being a proper level of M jj#M , is in the domain of �M . Then3 N 0 = �M (N�( �M)) is a proper level of M ; see the disussion of protomie above.4 Letting �F be the top extender of �M and �N = N( �M) (this ultrapower is well-5 founded by standard onsiderations), the anonial embedding ~� : �N ! N 0 de�ned6 by � �M (f)(�) 7! �M (f)(�(�)) extends � and is �(n)0 -preserving where n is suh7 that !%n+1N�( �M) � � < !%nN�( �M). The struture �N is a potential premouse; the8 weak amenability of its top prediate (granting that �N is ative) follows from the9 fat that the ultrapower embedding � �M : N�( �M) ! �N is the identity on the10 power set of r(EN�(M)top ) whenever r(EN�( �M)top ) < �. To see that �N is a premouse11 we need to hek the initial segment ondition, whih an be done by standard12 onsiderations unless �N�( �M) = �. In order to disuss this ase, we need some13 additional information about �N . Requirement (a) of the urrent lemma together14 with Lemma 3.11(a,,d,f) yield !%n+1�N � �� < !%n�N and �N is sound and solid above15 �� , unless �N�( �M) = � in whih ase �N is Dodd sound and Dodd solid above �� . This16 is true regardless of the behavior of EN�( �M)top .17 We now omplete the veri�ation of the initial segment ondition for �N . Reall18 that we fous on the ase where �N�( �M) = �. Reall also that p �M � �� = d �N � �� in19 this ase, again by Lemma 3.11(). If d �N��� 6= ? then the initial segment ondition20 follows from the fat that the standard Dodd solidity witness W for max(d �N ) is an21 element of �N ; this is true beause either all utpoints of E �Ntop are also utpoints of22 EWtop or else �(EWtop) is the largest utpoint of E �Ntop. If d �N � �� = ?, we �rst observe23 that all utpoints of E �Ntop are stritly smaller than �� . This is trivial if �(E �Ntop) = �� . If24 �(E �Ntop) > �� , this is a onsequene of the soundness of �N above �� , whih guarantees25 that every ordinal in �N is of the form E �Ntop(f)(Æ) for some f : r(E �Ntop)! r(E �Ntop)26 and some Æ < �� . In this ase the utpoints of E �Ntop are atually bounded below27 �� ; otherwise �� would also be a utpoint. In either of the above ases, the initial28 segment ondition for �N then follows from the initial segment ondition for N 0 and29 from the fat that ~� � �� = id � �� .30 We would like to apply the ondensation lemma to the map ~� : �N ! N 0. The31 disussion in the previous paragraphs guarantees that the assumptions of the on-32 densation lemma are met unless N�( �M) is ative with �N�( �M) = �. This remaining33 ase requires two additional steps. First, it might happen that N 0 a type C pre-34 mouse (this is the ase if N�( �M) is of type C), whereas we know that �N is of35 type B whenever �(E �Ntop) > �� . The issue an be resolved the same way as in [14℄ by36 replaing N 0 by N 0 jj �0 where, letting �0 = sup(~�00�( �N)), �0 is the index of EN 0top j�0.37 From now on assume that N 0 is the result of suh a replaement; then ~� is a �0-38 preserving embedding between two type B premie. The seond issue to lear up is39 the veri�ation of the soundness of �N above �� . Here we employ Theorem 1.2 from40 [19℄. Although that theorem is formulated for weakly iterable premie, no weak41 iterability of �N is needed for the proof that �N is sound; what suÆes is the Dodd42 soundness and Dodd solidity of �N above �� whih we veri�ed above.43 The appliation of the ondensation lemma now redues to ruling out the options44 () and (d). But this is immediate, as both would require that �� is a suessor45 ardinal in �N . It follows that �N is a level of N 0, and therefore a proper level of M .46



18 MARTIN ZEMANIn partiular, �N is sound and solid. By onstrution, (�; p �M � ��) is a divisor for �N1 and �M = �N(�; p �M � �� ). Regarding the last onlusion of the urrent lemma, if �M2 is a singularizing struture for �� , requirement (a) guarantees the existene of some3 Æ < �� and some partial funtion mapping Æ o�nally into �� that is �1( �M)-de�nable4 in the parameter p �M . Applying Lemma 3.7, this partial funtion (or at least its5 part below �� ) is �(n)1 ( �N)-de�nable in the parameters p �M , � �M (pN�( �M)) and # �M ;6 here n = n�(�;N( �M)). Sine �� is obviously regular in �N , the premouse �N is a7 singularizing struture for �� and n = n(�� ; �N), whih proves that �N is exat for �� .8 The remaining parts of the lemma are then lear. ut(Lemma 3.14)9 Finally we summarize the relevant fats about strong divisors reformulated for10 the present purposes. We will be only onsidering strong divisors for pairs (N; �)11 whereN is an initial level of L[E℄ and � is a limit ardinal in L[E℄, as this somewhat12 simpli�es the matters and is suÆient for our appliation. In partiular, if (�; q)13 is a divisor for suh a pair (N; �) then q is a bottom part of the standard/Dodd14 parameter forN , as � is the ultimate projetum ofN . Hene subtrating � from the15 standard/Dodd parameter beomes superuous; for instane (b) in De�nition 3.516 reads q = pN � � in the present situation. Reall the notion of a strong divisor17 �rst.18 De�nition 3.15. Let N be an L[E℄-level, � 2 N be a limit ardinal in L[E℄,19 n = n�(�;N) 2 ! and (�; q) be a divisor for (N; �). We say that (�; q) is strong20 just in ase that one of the following holds.21 (a) N is either passive or ative with �N�(�;q) > �, and22 P(�) \N 0(�) = P(�) \N�(�; q)where N 0(�) is the transitive ollapse of ~hn+1N (� [ fpNg).23 (b) N is ative with �N�(�;q) = �, and P(�) \N 0(�) = P(�) \N�(�; q) where24 N 0(�) is the transitive ollapse of h�N (� [ fdNg).25 Of ourse, in the latter ase we have q = dN and N�(�; q) = N jj � where � is26 the index of the extender ENtop j�. The following haraterization, orresponding to27 [14℄, Lemma 2.22 and Lemma 2.23 is essential for further analysis of strong divisors,28 and is also diretly used in the main onstrution.29 Lemma 3.16. Let N be an L[E℄-level with n�(�;N) 2 !, � 2 N be a limit ardinal30 in L[E℄ and (�; q) be a divisor for (N; �). If N is either passive or ative with31 �N�(�;q) > � then the following are equivalent.32 (a) (�; q) is strong.33 (b) N�(�; q) is the ore of N 0(�).34 () j pN�(�;q) j = j pN 0(�) j = rN (�; q).35 If N is ative and �N�(�;q) = � then the following are equivalent.36 (e) (�; q) is strong.37 (f) EN 0(�)top =2 N 0(�).38 The next general fat about the struture N 0(�) is simple, but very useful in39 appliations.40 Lemma 3.17. Let N be an L[E℄-level with n�(�;N) 2 !, � 2 N be a limit ardinal41 in L[E℄ and (�; q) be a divisor for (N; �). Let �0 : N 0(�)! N be the inverse to the42 ollapsing map. Then �0�1(q) is a top segment of pN 0(�).43



GLOBAL SQUARE SEQUENCES IN EXTENDER MODELS 19The following notion of loseness will be ruial in identifying strong divisors.1 De�nition 3.18. Let M = hJE� ; F i be a oherent struture. An ordinal # � #M2 is losed in M relative to q 2 [�M ℄<! just in ase that F (f)(q; �) \ �M 2 JE# for3 every f : �M ! P(�M ) in JE# and every � < �M .4 We obtain a haraterization of strong divisors that orresponds to Lemma 2.245 in [14℄. As in the ase of Lemma 3.10, the advantage of this haraterization is that6 it does not depend on the relationship between �N�(�; q) and �.7 Lemma 3.19. Let N be an L[E℄-level, � 2 N be a limit ardinal in L[E℄ and (�; q)8 be a divisor for (N; �). Then (�; q) is strong just in ase that #N(�;q) is losed in9 N(�; q) relative to q = pN(�;q).10 The two lemmata that provide us with the key for the hoie of a anonial11 divisor orrespond to Lemma 2.25 and 2.26 in [14℄. Given an L[E℄-level N , a limit12 ardinal � 2 N in L[E℄ and a bottom part q of the standard/Dodd parameter of13 N , we let Dq(N; �) be the set of all � < � suh that (�; q) is a divisor for (N; �),14 and D�q(N; �) be the set of � < � suh that (�; q) is a strong divisor for (N; �).15 Lemma 3.20. Let N be an L[E℄-level, � 2 N be a limit ardinal in L[E℄ and q be16 a bottom part of the standard/Dodd parameter of N . Then the following holds.17 (a) D�q(N; �) is losed in � .18 (b) If � is inaessible in N and N is exat for � then D�q(N; �) is bounded19 in � .20 Proof. (Sketh.) The proof that D�q(N; �) is losed in � is the same as that of21 Lemma 2.25 in [14℄. The heart of the proof is showing that if � is a limit point of22 D�q(N; �) then jpN 0(�)j = jpN�(�;q)j wheneverN�(�; q) is either passive or ative with23 �N�(�;q) > �, and ENtop j� =2 N 0(�) whenever N�(�; q) is ative with �N�(�;q) = �.24 The same proof goes through even if we allow � = � , whih we exluded in the25 de�nition of a divisor. Sine obviously N 0(�) = N , � annot be a limit point of26 D�q(N; �) if q 6= ?, whih guarantees that D�q(N; �) is bounded in � in this ase.27 If q = ? then Dq(N; �) is bounded in � , as N is a singularizing struture for �28 whih is exat for � . It follows that D�q(N; �) � Dq(N; �) is bounded in � as well.29 ut(Lemma 3.20)30 Lemma 3.21. Let N be the singularizing L[E℄-level for � where � is inaessible31 in N and let (�; q) be a strong divisor for N . If q0 is a proper bottom part of q then32 there is no �0 � � suh that (�0; q0) is a divisor for N .33 The anonial divisor (�(N; �); q(N; �)) is hosen as follows.34 q(N; �) ' the unique q suh that D�q(N; �) 6= ?�(N; �) ' max(D�q(N; �)):The uniqueness of q is a diret onsequene of Lemma 3.21.35 If N is pluripotent and does not admit any strong divisors, we let36 q(N; �) = dN�(N; �) = r(ENtop):In this partiular ase we will onsider (�(N; �); q(N; �)) a strong divisor for (N; �)37 and let N(�(N; �); q(N; �)) = N . Even though (�(N; �); q(N; �)) is not a divisor38



20 MARTIN ZEMANin the usual sense, the pair (�(N; �); q(N; �)) satis�es the riterion formulated in1 Lemma 3.19, namely that #N (�(N; �); q(N; �)) = #N , being the ardinal suessor2 of �(N; �) in N , is losed in N relative to q(N; �), and in fat relative to any �nite3 q � �(ENtop).4 4. Global square sequene5 In this setion we give a proof of Theorem 1.2. Reall that S is the lass of all6 singular ardinals of the extender model L[E℄. Given a singular ardinal � , let N�7 denote the level of L[E℄ whih singularizes � . That is, N� is of the form L[E℄ jj�8 for the unique � suh that � is regular in L[E℄ jj� but singular in L[E℄ jj(�+1). We9 also allow the situation where � =2 N� , in whih ase � = �. Sine � is a ardinal,10 the ultimate projetum of N� is � . We say that N� is pluripotent just in ase the11 pair (�;N� ) is pluripotent. We �x the following notation.12 � n� = n(�;N� ) and n�� = n�(�;N� ).13 � p� = pN� .14 � If N� is pluripotent then d� = dN� and e� = eN� (see Lemma 3.6).15 � %� = %n�N� and H� is the domain of JEN��� , that is H� = SEN�!%� .16 � ~h� = ~hn�+1N� .17 � If N� is pluripotent then h�� = h�N� .18 Given two aeptable J-strutures �M;M for the same language, parameters �p; p19 in these strutures and an ordinal �� 2 �M suh that �p\�� = ? and ~hn+1�M (��[f�pg) = �M ,20 there is at most one �(n)0 -preserving map � : �M ! M satisfying � � �� = id and21 �(�p) = p. If suh a map exists, it is unique and � : ~hn+1�M (i; hx; �pi) 7! ~hn+1M (i; hx; pi)22 for all i 2 ! and x 2 [�� ℄<!. Obviously, if �M =M and �p = p then � = id; it will be23 notationally onvenient to onsider also this trivial ase.24 � �n;�p;p�M;M;�� : �M !M is the unique map � just desribed above, if exists.25 � ���;� = �n�� ;p�� ;p�N�� ;N� ;�� whenever �� � � are elements of S and �n�� ;p�� ;p�N�� ;N� ;�� exists.26 When we write \���;�", we impliitly assume that �� � � .27 Similarly as it is done in the onstrution of a ��-sequene in [14℄, we split S28 into two disjoint lasses S0 and S1.29 S1 = f� 2 S j N� is exat for � and (q(N� ); �(N� )) is de�ned.gS0 = S� S1:We would like to stress at this point that for eah � 2 S there is a uniquely30 determined singularizing struture whih enables us to de�ne a set C� that belongs31 to the anonial global �S-sequene. This is one of the main di�erenes between the32 onstrution of the anonial �S-sequene and that of the anonial ��-sequene,33 where we had to restrit ourselves on a lub of ordinals that do not index extenders.34 Hene �S always holds in extender models, although it should be mentioned that35 �S might be quite a weak statement, as the lass of all singular ordinals of the36 model might be very \thin" in omparison with all singular ardinals of V.37 For � 2 S1 we de�ne:38 � q� = q(N� ; �), m� = jq� j and �� = �(N� ; �).39 � M� = N� (�� ; q� ).40 � N�� = N�� (�� ; q� ).41 � r� = p� � q� . If N� is pluripotent then r�� = d� � q� .42



GLOBAL SQUARE SEQUENCES IN EXTENDER MODELS 21� �� = �N� (�� ; q� ), #� = #N� (�� ; q� ), �� = �N� (�� ; q� ) and F� = FN� (�� ; q� ).1 � If M� is a protomouse, h� = hM� . If M� is a premouse, h� = h�� .2 � If (�; q) is a divisor for N� , we let h(�;q)� = hN� (�;q). If N� is pluripotent3 and (�; q) = (r(EN�top; d� ), we let h(�;q)� = h�N� = h� .4 We �rst onstrut a global square sequene hC� � 2 Si and then we produe the5 set A0 � A as required by Theorem 1.2. Following the strategy in [14℄, we now6 de�ne approximations7 B = hB� j � 2 Si and B� = hB�� j � 2 Sito our global square sequene. As before, we work on S0 and S1 separately. There8 are, however some di�erenes between our urrent onstrution and the onstrution9 of a ��-sequene. In the onstrution of a ��-sequene hC� i� , the diret limit of10 the ollapsing L[E℄-levels for ordinals from C� \ �� always results in the ollapsing11 L[E℄-level for �� . This is a onsequene of the fat that �� is the ardinal suessor12 of � in N�� for eah �� 2 S0, and is ruial in the veri�ation that the set C�13 arising in the onstrution is losed. In the ase of a global square sequene, it14 is not automatially true that a diret limit of this kind results in a singularizing15 struture for the respetive ordinal, and we need to introdue an extra tool to16 enfore this. The idea again omes from Jensen's onstrution in L in [4℄. Even17 with this extra tool it is not possible to prove that a tail-end of B� is losed if � 2 S0.18 One approah here would be to amend the de�nition of B� so that B� would be19 losed, and indeed this an be done, as explained in Remark 4.13. However, we20 favor the strategy of working with the sets B� de�ned in the standard way, then21 de�ne B�� the same way as in [14℄ and �nally thin out B�� to obtain some C�� that is22 losed on a tail-end and has small order-type. We believe this onstrution gives us23 more information about the square sequene than that disussed in Remark 4.13.24 Unlike in the onstrution of a ��-sequene, B�� here will not in general be losed25 on a tail-end. The thinning out proedure is the same as in [14℄, but we apply it to26 a slightly di�erent situation that also requires a new element, namely a proof that27 the result C�� of thinning is losed. We start with the extra tool mentioned above.28 De�nition 4.1. Let � 2 S. We let29 �� = the largest � < � satisfying � \ ~h� (� [ fp�g) = �.Notie that �� exists for every � 2 S. This is true, as the set of all ordinals �30 satisfying � \ ~h� (� [ fp�g) = � is losed and bounded in � . That this set is losed31 is obvious; its boundedness in � follows from the fat that N� is a singularizing32 struture for � , that is, ~h� (Æ [ fp�g) is o�nal in � for some Æ < � . Also, it may33 happen that �� = 0. Looking at the de�nition of �� , one might get an impression34 that (�� ; p� ) is a divisor for N� if this level is exat for � . Although this might be35 true in some ases, it is false in many typial ases that arise in the onstrution36 of the global square sequene for a simple reason that the hull ~h� (�� [ fp�g) may37 be bounded in !%� . Finally note that any � with � \ ~h� (� [ fp�g is losed under38 G�odel pairing, as it is the ritial point of the inverse to the Mostowski ollapsing39 isomorphism assoiated with ~h� (� [ fp�g). So ~h� (� [ fp�g) is the set of all values40 ~h� (i; h�; p� i) for � < � and i < !. In partiular, this is true of � = �� .41 The following lemma establishes basi fats about maps ���;� that will be relevant42 in the onstrution of our global square sequene. This lemma is an analogue to43 Lemma 3.2 in [14℄, but the proof needs a new argument, as the proof in [14℄ relied44



22 MARTIN ZEMANon the fat that the ritial points of ���;� were loal ardinal suessors, whih is1 false in the present ase. We formulate the lemma for the broader lass of maps of2 the form �n( �N;��);N� de�ned at the beginning of this setion, as this generality will3 be needed in several appliations.4 Lemma 4.2. Let ��� < �� < � be ordinals, M�; �M;M be aeptable J-strutures5 for the same language, p�; �p; p be parameters in these strutures and n 2 !. Assume6 further that the following requirements are met.7 (i) � is the largest ordinal �0 < � suh that � \ ~hn+1M (�0 [ fpg) = �0.8 (ii) � is the largest ordinal �0 < �� suh that �� \ ~hn+1�M (�0 [ f�pg) = �0.9 (iii) ~hn+1M� (�� [ fp�g) =M� and ~hn+1�M (�� [ f�pg) = �M .10 (iv) Both maps �� = �n;p�;pM�;M;�� and �� = �n;�p;p�M;M;�� exist and ��(��) = � = ��(�� ).11 Then the following holds.12 (a) ��; �� are not �(n)1 -preserving hene not o�nal at the n-th level.13 (b) sup(!%� \ rng(��)) < sup(!%� \ rng(��)).14 () rng(��) � rng(��).15 Proof. Regarding (a), assume �� is �(n)1 -preserving. Then ~hn+1M (�� [ fpg) =16 rng(��), hene � \ ~hn+1M (�� [ fpg) = �� whih ontradits the maximality of �� .17 Regarding (b), assume for a ontradition that � is the ase. Let x � ��18 be �nite and i 2 !. Assume ~hn+1�M (i; hx; �pi) is de�ned and is an element of the19 n-th redut of �M ; denote the value by �y. Then �M j=  [z; �y; i; hx; �pi℄ where20  (vn; u00; u01; u02) is a �(n)0 -formula and (9vn) is a funtionally absolute de�ni-21 tion of the �(n)1 -Skolem funtion ~hn+1�M . It follows that M j=  [��(z); y; i; hx; pi℄22 where y = ��(�y) and both ��(z); y are elements of the n-th redut of M . By our23 assumption � holds in (b) instead of <, so there is an ordinal � < !%nM� suh that24 ��(z); y 2 ��(SE� ) where we reall that E is the extender sequene of L[E℄. It follows25 that M j= (9vn 2 ��(SE� ))(9un 2 ��(SE� )) [vn; un; i; hx; pi℄ where  (vn; un; u01; u02)26 is a speialization of  (vn; u00; u01; u02) obtained by substituting un for u00; see [18℄,27 Setion 1.6. Sine this statement is �(n)0 , it is preserved under �� and we onlude28 that y� = ~hn+1M� (i; hx; p�i) is de�ned and ��(y�) = y. If �y 2 �� then y 2 � by as-29 sumption (iv) above and the �0-elementarity of ��� and similarly we obtain that30 y� 2 ��. This means that �y = y = y� < ��. It follows that �� \ ~hn+1�M (�� [f�pg) = ��,31 whih ontradits the maximality of �� .32 Regarding (), we run the argument from (b) with the roles of �� and �� swithed33 and in higher generality, as now we have to onsider values of Skolem funtions34 that are not neessarily elements of the n-th redut. If y 2 rng(��) then y =35 ��(y�) where y� = ~hn+1M� (i; hx; p�i) for some �nite x � ��. It follows that M� j=36 (9w0)(w0 = ~hn+1M� (i; hx; p�i). This statement is a �(n)1 statement, as it is obtained37 by substituting the good �(n)1 -funtion ~hn+1M� into the �(0)1 -formula (9w0)(w0 = u00);38 see [18℄, Setion 1.8. Hene the above statement an be expressed in the form39 M� j= (9vn) 0[vn; i; hx; p�i℄ where  0 is a �(n)0 -formula. Now similarly as in the40 previous paragraph we show that �M j= (9vn) 0[vn; i; hx; �pi℄, this time using the41 inequality � in (b). As the translation between this statement and the statement42 �M j= (9w0)(w0 = ~hn+1�M (i; hx; �pi)) is uniform, latter statement is true. Hene �y =43



GLOBAL SQUARE SEQUENCES IN EXTENDER MODELS 23~hn+1�M (i; hx; �pi) is de�ned. It is now obvious that ��(�y) = ~hn+1M (i; hx; pi) = ��(y�).1 This proves (). ut(Lemma 4.2)2 We are now ready to de�ne B� for � 2 S0.3 De�nition 4.3. Let � 2 S0. The set B� onsists of all �� 2 � \ S0 that meet the4 following requirements.5 (1) N�� is a premouse of the same type as N� .6 (2) n�� = n� .7 (3) ��� = �� .8 (4) There is a map � : N�� ! N� that is �(n� )0 -preserving with respet to the9 language of premie and suh that:10 (a) � � �� = id � �� and if �� 2 N�� then �(�� ) = � .11 (b) �(p�� ) = p� .12 () If � 2 p� then there is a generalized witness Q�� (�) = hQ� (�); t� (�)i13 for � with respet to N� and p� satisfying Q�� (�) 2 rng(�).14 Sine n�� � n� , the map � from (4) is idential with ���;� . Three basi fats about15 maps ���;� for �� ; � 2 B� are summarized in the following lemma.16 Lemma 4.4. Let �� < �� be two elements of B� and n = n� .17 (a) ���;� is not �(n)1 -preserving, and therefore is not o�nal at the n-th level.18 (b) rng(���;� ) � rng(���;� ) and sup(!%� \ rng(���;� )) < sup(!%� \ rng(���;� )).19 () (���;� )�1 Æ ���;� = ���;�� , so ���;�� exists.20 (d) ���;�� : N�� ! N�� is not o�nal at the n-th level.21 (e) ���;�� witnesses (4) in De�nition 4.3 with (��; �� ) in plae of (�� ; �).22 (f) B� \ �� = B�� �min(B� ).23 Proof. Clause (a) follows from (a) in Lemma 4.2, the �rst part of (b) follows24 from () in Lemma 4.2 and the seond part of (b) follows from (b) in Lemma 4.2.25 Clauses () and (d) follow diretly from (b). Clause (e) follows from (b) and ()26 via a straightforward veri�ation; this veri�ation uses the fat that generalized27 witnesses for � 2 p� with respet to N� and p� (and similarly in the ase of p�� and28 N�� ) are haraterized by �(n)1 -statements; see also the proof of Lemma 3.3 in [14℄.29 Finally � in (f) follows diretly from () and (e); � in (f) follows by () and an30 argument similar to the proof of (e). ut(Lemma 4.4)31 Given � 2 S0, we de�ne the following objets by reursion.32 �(0) = B��(i+ 1) ' min(B�(i))`� = the largest i suh that B�(i) is de�nedB�� = B�(0) [ B�(1) [ � � � [ B�(`� ):By onstrution, the set B� is a tail-end of B�� . The following lemma summarizes33 basi properties of sets B�� and �B�� .34 Lemma 4.5. Let �� 2 B�� [ f�g, � 0 < �� be elements of B�� \ �� and n = n� . Then:35 (a) B��� = B�� \ �� .36 (b) Clauses (1) { (3) in De�nition 4.3 hold.37 () ���;�� exists, is �(n)0 -preserving and if �� 2 N�� then ���;�� (��) = �� .38 (d) ���;�� is not �(n)1 -preserving, and therefore is not o�nal at the n-th level.39



24 MARTIN ZEMAN(e) rng(�� 0;�� ) � rng(���;�� ) and sup(!%�� \ rng(�� 0;�� )) < sup(!%�� \ rng(���;�� )).1 (f) ���;�� Æ �� 0;�� = �� 0;�� .2 Proof. Clause (a) follows from the de�nition ofB�� and Lemma 4.4(b) by a straight-3 forward veri�ation. The rest follows immediately from Lemma 4.2, Lemma 4.4,4 De�nition 4.3 and the de�nition of ���;�� . ut(Lemma 4.5)5 It is not lear that B�� is losed on a tail-end. It will be onvenient to work with6 a losed set, so we add all missing limit points to B�� . For � 2 S0 let7 �B�� = B�� [ lim(B�� ) [ f�g�N�� = � N�� if �� 2 B��lim(hN� 0;�� ; �� 0;�� j � 0; �� 2 B�� \ ��i) otherwise�h�� = ( ~h�� if �� 2 B���~hn�+1�N�� otherwise:�%�� = %n��N���p�� = p �N�� :The diret limit of the diagram hN� 0;�� ; �� 0;�� j � 0; �� 2 B�� \ �� i in the above de�-8 nition is of ourse onsidered transitive. This possible due to its well-foundedness,9 whih in turn is a onsequene of the fat that the map ����;� : �N�� ! N� de�ned by10 ����;� : ������ ; (x) 7! ���;� (x) is �0-preserving. Here ������ : N�� ! �N�� are the diret11 limit maps for �� 2 B�� \ �� . It follows that �N�� is an aeptable J-struture, so12 it does make sense to talk about �ne struture of �N�� . Of ourse, if �� 2 B�� then13 �N�� = N�� . In general, it is not lear whether �N�� is a singularizing struture for �� .14 The following lemma summarizes basi fats about �N�� for �� 2 �B�� .15 Lemma 4.6. Let �� 2 lim(B�� ), �� 2 B�� \ �� and n = n� . Then the following holds.16 (a) !%n+1�N�� = �� .17 (b) The diret limit maps ����;�� as well as the map ����;� are �(n)0 -preserving.18 () ����;�� � �� = id � �� and if �� 2 N�� then ����;�� (��) = �� . Similarly,19 ����;� � �� = id � �� and if �� 2 �N�� then ����;� (�� ) = � .20 (d) ����;�� (p��) = �p�� and ����;� (�p�� ) = p� .21 (e) ����;�� = �n;p��( �N�� ;��); �N�� and ����;� = �n;�p��( �N�� ;��); �N� .22 (f) �N�� is an L[E℄-level.23 (g) �� is the largest � < �� suh that �� \ �h�� (� [ f�p��g) = �.24 Proof. We may without loss of generality assume that �� =2 B�� . Clauses (b) and ()25 follow from properties of diret limits by a straightforward veri�ation. From (b),()26 and the soundness of eah N�� we obtain �h�� (�� [f�pg) = �N�� where �p is the ommon27 value of ����;�� (p��) for �� 2 B�� \�� , from whih we onlude that !%n+1�N�� � �� . Sine ��28 is a ardinal in L[E℄ and �N�� agrees with L[E℄ up to �� , we onlude that �� = !%n+1�N�� .29 This gives (a). Let i be suh that �(i + 1) < �� < �(i) and �� 2 B�� \ �� be suh30 that �(i + 1) � ��. As eah �� 2 �p is of the form ����;�� (��) for some �� 2 p�� ,31 the map ���;�(i) has some generalized witness for �(i) = ���;�(i)(��) with respet32 to N�(i) and p�(i) in its range. Sine rng(���;�(i)) � rng((��(i);� )�1 Æ ����;� ) and33 �(i) = (��(i);� )�1 Æ ����;� ( ��), the same applies to the omposition (��(i);� )�1 Æ ����;� .34 As this omposition is �(n)0 -preserving and being a generalized witness as above is35



GLOBAL SQUARE SEQUENCES IN EXTENDER MODELS 25a �(n)1 -property, it is preserved downwards under ����;�(i). It follows that for eah1 element of �p there is a generalized witness with respet to �N�� and �p in �N�� , so �p = �p��2 by Corollary 1.12.4 in [18℄ and �N�� is sound. Now apply the Condensation Lemma3 to the triple ����;� : �N�� ! N� . We onlude that �N�� is solid and obtain four options.4 Option (a) in the Condensation Lemma fails, as N� and �N�� have di�erent (n+1)-st5 projeta and options () and (d) in the Condensation Lemma fail, as �� is a limit6 ardinal in �N�� . It follows that �N�� is a proper initial segment of N� , and hene7 a level of L[E℄, whih proves (f) in the urrent lemma. Clause (e) then follows8 immediately. Regarding (g), assume �� < � < �� and pik some �� 2 B�� \ �� suh9 that � < ��. As ��� = �� , we have some �nite x � � and some i < ! suh that10 � � �h��(i; hx; p��i) < ��. Sine ����;�� is �(n)0 -preserving, ����;�� � �� = id and �h�� has11 a funtionally absolute �(n)1 -de�nition, � < �h�� (i; hx; �p�� i) < �� < �� . This veri�es12 (g). Finally (h) follows by the same argument as Lemma 4.4(a). ut(Lemma 4.6)13 We next summarize the basi fats about �B�� relevant for our onstrution. To14 unify the notation, for �� � �� in �B�� we let15 (3) ����;�� = �n� ;�p��( �N�� ;��); �N�� :Of ourse, if ��; �� 2 B�� [ f�g then ����;�� = ���;�� and if �� 2 �B�� �B�� then ����;�� is16 the same as in Lemma 4.6, so this notation is onsistent with that used before.17 Lemma 4.7. Let � 0; ��; �� 2 �B�� suh that � 0 < �� and let n = n� . Then the18 following holds.19 (a) �B��� = �B�� \ �� whenever �� 2 B�� .20 (b) ����;�� exists and ����;�� (��) = �� whenever �� 2 �N��.21 () ��� 0;�� : �N� 0 ! �N�� is not �(n)1 -preserving hene not o�nal at the n-th level.22 (d) rng(��� 0;�� ) � rng(����;�� ) and sup(!�%�� \ rng(��� 0;�� )) < sup(!�%�� \ rng(����;�� )).23 (e) ����;�� Æ ��� 0;�� = ��� 0;�� .24 (f) �� is the largest � < �� suh that �� \ �h�� (� [ f�p��g) = �.25 Proof. Clause (a) follows from the ohereny of the sets B�� (see Lemma 4.5(a))26 and from the onstrution of �B�� . The remaining lauses follow from Lemma 4.527 and Lemma 4.6 in the straightforward way. ut(Lemma 4.5)28 In the following we prove that B�� is unbounded in � whenever � has unountable29 o�nality. We split the proof into two lemmata. It will be onvenient to introdue30 the following approximation to B� .31 (4) B̂� = f�� 2 � \ S j �� meets the requirements (1) { (4) from De�nition 4.3gThus, the only di�erene between B� and B̂� is that B̂� is allowed to ontain32 elements that are outside S0. However, we still require the ardinal � to be an33 element of S0.34 Lemma 4.8. B̂� is unbounded in � whenever � 2 S0 has unountable o�nality.35 Proof. This is an interpolation argument similar to that in the proof of Lemma 3.736 in [14℄. Given an ordinal � 0 < � , we want to �nd some ~� 2 B̂� suh that � 0 � ~� < � .37 We form a fully elementary ountable hull X � N� suh that �; � 0; p� ; �� ;2 X , and38 for eah � 2 p� , some generalized witness Q�� (�) for � with respet to N� and p�39 is in X as well. (Of ourse � 2 X only if � 2 N� .) We then ollapse X to some40 transitive �N and obtain a fully elementary embedding � : �N ! N� whose range is41



26 MARTIN ZEMANX . Obviously, �N is a sound premouse of the same type as N� and � an be viewed1 as a fully elementary, and so ��-preserving embedding with respet to the language2 for premie. Also n(�� ; �N) = n� ; we denote this ommon value by n. Let �� ; �p; �� be3 the �-preimages of �; p� ; �� , respetively.4 We let ~� = sup(�[�� ℄). Obviously ~� > � 0. Sine �� is ountable and � has5 unountable o�nality, we have ~� < � . Notie also that ~� is a limit ardinal in the6 sense of L[E℄. Using the interpolation lemma (see [14℄ and [18℄, Lemma 3.6.10) we7 obtain an aeptable J-struture ~N and maps ~� : �N ! ~N and �0 : ~N ! N� suh8 that ~� is �(n)0 -preserving, �0 is �(n�1)0 -preserving2, �0 � ~� = id � ~� , and if ~� 2 N~�9 then �0(~� ) = � . This is true even if ht( �N) = �� , in whih ase ~� is essentially the10 same objet as �, up to its odomain. Let us stress that ~N is onstruted as the11 �ne pseudoultrapower (in the sense of [18℄) of �N by � � J �E�� where �E = E �N and12 the funtions used to onstrut this pseudoultrapower are preisely all total good13 �(i)1 ( �N)-funtions with domains in J �E�� where i < n. Our goal is to show that14 ~� 2 S; ~N = N~� and n~� = n�(5) ~� = �~�;�(6) �~� = ��(7)We let ~p = ~�(�p). Notie that ~�(��) = �� . The following sketh summarizes the15 proof of (5). The details, whih are left to the reader, follow from the general �ne16 struture theory desribed in [18℄, Chapters 1{3.17 Sine � 2 S0, the pair (N� ; �) is not pluripotent, hene ( �N; �� ) is not pluripotent18 either. This means that if �N is ative and r(E �Ntop) < �� then n = n(�� ; �N) > 0, so19 the map ~�, being a pseudoultrapower map in the sense of [18℄, is �2-preserving. It20 follows that ~N is a potential premouse in the sense of [18℄, that is, the top extender21 of ~N is total on ~N . To see that ~N is a premouse one has to verify the initial segment22 ondition, and this is immediate if �N is a type A or type B premouse. If �N is a23 type C premouse, the initial segment ondition follows from the fat that ~� maps24 �( �N) o�nally into �( ~N ) if n = 1 and that ~� is �(1)2 -preserving if n > 1.25 By the elementarity of � we have �p 2 Rn+1�N , whih has two immediate on-26 sequenes. First, ~� is o�nal at the n-th level hene �(n)1 -preserving and �0 is27 �(n)0 -preserving. Seond, ~hn+1~N (~� [ f~pg) = ~N , so !%n+1~N � ~� . Thus ~N is solid, as28 follows from the �rst part of the Condensation Lemma. Sine ~� is a ardinal and ~N29 agrees with L[E℄ up to ~� , we onlude that !%n+1~N = ~� and ~p 2 Rn+1~N . Reall that30 the property of being a generalized witness for � is a �(n)1 -property whenever � is31 larger than or equal to the (n+1)-st projetum of the struture in question. Sine32 the generalized solidity witness Q�� (�) is an element of rng(�) for eah � 2 p� and33 rng(�0) � rng(�), for eah ~� 2 ~p there is a generalized solidity witness with respet34 to ~N and ~� in ~N , namely (�0)�1(Q�� (�0( ~�))). Then ~p = p ~N by Corollary 1.12.4 in35 [18℄ and ~N is sound. We now show that ~N is an initial segment of N� , and therefore36 an initial segment of L[E℄. This is lear if ~� = ht( ~N), so assume that ~� 2 ~N . We37 have ~� = r(�0) and the ondensation lemma applied to �0 gives us four possibili-38 ties. Options () and (d) an easily be ruled out sine either of them implies that39 2Here we let n� 1 = 0 if n = 0.



GLOBAL SQUARE SEQUENCES IN EXTENDER MODELS 27~� must be a suessor ardinal in ~N . Hene (a) or (b) is the ase, and so ~N is an1 initial segment of N� . Notie that in fat (b) holds, as !%n+1~N = ~� 6= � = !%n+1N� .2 We now omplete the proof of (5). Sine �N is a singularizing struture for ��3 with n(�� ; �N) = n by the elementarity of �, we have some ordinal � < �� suh4 that ~hn+1�N (� [ f�pg) is o�nal in �� . Let  = ~�(�) < ~� . As ~� is �(n)1 -preserving,5 ~hn+1~N ( [ fp ~Ng) � ~�[~hn+1�N (� [ f�pg)℄ and the latter is o�nal in ~� sine ~� maps6 �� o�nally into ~� . It follows that ~N is the singularizing level of L[E℄ for ~� and7 n~� = n(~� ; ~N) � n. To see that n~� = n, we show that ~� \ ~hk+1~N (Æ [ f~pg) is bounded8 in ~� for every Æ < ~� and k < n. Given suh a Æ, let �Æ = ~��1[Æ℄. Sine ~� maps ��9 o�nally into ~� , the ordinal �Æ is stritly smaller than �� . Sine n(�� ; �N) = n, the hull10 ~hk+1�N (�Æ [ f�pg) is bounded below �� , say by some �. This fat an be expressed in a11 �(k)1 manner over �N as follows.12 (8xk 2 [�Æ℄<!)(8�k < �� )(8ik 2 !)��k = ~hk+1�N (ik; hxk ; �pi) �! �k < ��:The �(k)1 -elementarity of ~� then guarantees that the above statement is transferred13 by ~� to ~N , so ~� \ ~hk+1~N (~�(�Æ) [ fp ~Ng) is bounded by ~�(�) < ~� . As ~�(�Æ) � Æ, we14 obtain the desired onlusion, and thereby the equality n~� = n. This ompletes the15 proof of (5). Clause (6) then follows immediately.16 It remains to prove (7). To see that �~� � �� , pik any �0 suh that �� < �0 < ~�17 and let ��0 = ~��1[�0℄. Then �� < ��0 < �� where the seond inequality follows18 again from the fat that ~� maps �� o�nally into ~� ; reall also that ~�(��) = �. By19 the full elementarity of �, there is some �nite x � ��0 and some i 2 ! suh that20 ��0 � ~hn+1�N (i; hx; p �N i) < �� . If we apply ~� to these inequalities, we obtain ~�(��0) �21 ~h ~N(i; h~�(x); p~� i) < ~� . By the de�nition of ��0 eah element of x is mapped into �0, so22 ~�(x) is a �nite subset of �0. Sine ~�(��0) � �0, we see that ~�\~h ~N(�0[fp~�g) 6= �0. As23 this is true of any �0 satisfying �� < �0 < ~� , we onlude that �~� � �� . To see the24 onverse, we verify the inlusion ~�\~h ~N (�� [fp~�g) � �� . Let x � �� be �nite, i 2 !25 and � = ~h ~N (i; hx; p~� i) < ~� . Sine �0 is �(n)0 -preserving, �0(�) = ~h� (i; hx; p� i) < � .26 It follows that � < �� , whih ompletes the proof of (7) and thereby the proof of27 the entire lemma. ut(Lemma 4.8)28 Lemma 4.9. Assume � 2 S0 and B̂� is unbounded in � . Then B̂� is almost29 ontained in S0. It follows that there is some �̂ < � suh that B̂� � �̂ = B� � �̂ .30 Proof. Let n = n� . The premouse N�� is �0-embeddable into N� whenever �� 2 B̂� ,31 soN�� is ative if and only ifN� is ative and r(EN��top) < �� if and only if r(EN�top) < � .32 It follows that none of N�� is pluripotent, as N� , being an element of S0, is not33 pluripotent. Assume for a ontradition that unboundedly many � 2 B̂� fail to34 be in S0. For eah suh �� the struture N�� is exat for �� , whih means that35 !%�� > �� . As ���;� is �(n)0 -preserving, !%� > � hene N� is exat for � . Find a36 stritly inreasing sequene h�� j � < i o�nal in � suh that eah N�� is exat37 for ��, the sequene h���i� is monotoni, whih inludes the possibility that it is38 onstant, and the parameters q�� have the same number of elements for all � < ;39 see the beginning of this setion for the de�nition of ��� and q�� . The monotoniity40 of ��� is obtained by hoosing ��+1 with minimal possible value of ���+1 at eah step;41 more details an be found in [14℄, proof of Lemma 3.9. The number of elements in42



28 MARTIN ZEMANq�� an be �xed by the pigeonhole argument. Let � be the supremum of all ��� and1 q = ���;� (q��); this value obviously does not depend on �.2 For � < � the proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.9 in [14℄. We �rst verify3 that (�; q) is a divisor for N� . Given � < � and i 2 ! suh that � = ~h� (i; h�; p� i) �4 max(q� ), let � <  be suh that � < ��� and �� = ~h��(i; h�; p��i) is de�ned. This5 is possible, as the ordinals �� are unbounded in � . As (��� ; q��) is a divisor for6 N�� , �� < �� and so � = ���;� (��) < ��� � �. This veri�es (d) in De�nition 3.57 of a divisor. Sine ~h��(��� [ fq��g) is unbounded in !%�� for all � <  and !%�8 is the union of all ���;� [!%�� ℄ for � <  (this is again a onsequene of the fat9 that ��'s are unbounded in �), the hull ~h� (� [ fqg) is unbounded in !%� , whih10 veri�es () in the de�nition of a divisor, and thereby proves that (�; q) is a divisor11 for N� . Beause this divisor annot be strong, Lemmata 3.16 and 3.17 give us12 an ordinal �0 = max(pN 0� (�)) � �0��1(q); here we follow the notation from those13 lemmata, so N 0� (�) is the transitive ollapse of ~h� (� [ fp�g) and �0� is the inverse14 to the ollapsing map. Then � = �0� (�0) � � and, letting Q� = �0� (hW �0;p0N 0� (�); ti)15 where p0 = �0��1(q) and t is the inverse image of p0 under the assoiated witness16 map, the pair Q� is a generalized n-witness for � with respet to N� and q; see17 the text immediately preeding Lemma 3.11. Let �; � < � and i; j 2 ! be suh18 that Q� = ~h� (i; h�; p� i) and � = ~h� (j; h�; p� i). Pik � <  large enough that19 �; � < ��� and both Q��� = ~h��(i; h�; p��i) and ��� = ~h��(j; h�; p��i are de�ned; the20 existene of suh an � is again guaranteed by the fat that ��'s are unbounded in21 � . As ���;� is �(n)0 -preserving and the property of being a generalized n-witness22 is a �(n)1 -property, Q��� is a generalized n-witness for ��� = ��1��;� (�) with respet23 to N�� and q�� . Moreover, Q��� ; ��� 2 ~h��(��� [ fp��g) = rng(�0��) by our hoie24 of � and ��� � � � ��� . It follows that �0���1(Q���) is a generalized witness for25 �0�� = �0���1(���) with respet to N 0��(���) and �0���1(q��). Moreover �0�� � ��� ,26 as ��� � ��� , hene �0�1�� (q��) is not the standard parameter of N 0�� , but merely a27 proper top segment of it. By Lemma 3.16, the divisor (��� ; q��) is not strong, whih28 ontradits our assumption.29 Now onsider the situation where � = � . We laim that q 6= ?. Notie that if30 q = ? then q�� = ? for all � < . It follows diretly from de�nition of ��� that31 no pair (�0; p��) an be a divisor for N�� if �0 > ��� , so neessarily ��� � ��� = ��32 for all � < . Then � � �� , a ontradition. One we know that q 6= ?, we an33 proeed similarly as in the previous paragraph. Letting � = max(q), the standard34 solidity witness hW �;p�N� ; ti is of the form ~h� (�; p� ) for some � < � , this time by the35 soundness of N� . Choose � large enough suh that � < �� and ~h��(�; p� ) is de�ned.36 Similarly as above we then show that (��� ; q��) fails to be strong. Contradition.37 ut(Lemma 4.9)38 Corollary 4.10. Assume � 2 S0 has unountable o�nality. Then B� is unbounded39 in � . Consequently, B�� is unbounded in � .40 We are now ready to de�ne the sets C�� whih onstitute a very lose approxima-41 tion to our global square sequene. Eah C�� will be a losed subset of �B�� o�nal42 in � for unountably o�nal � , the suessor points of C�� will be in B�� and C��43 will have small order type. It will soon turn out that C�� is almost ontained in44 B�� whenever � 2 S0 has unountable o�nality. The de�nition of C�� proeeds by45



GLOBAL SQUARE SEQUENCES IN EXTENDER MODELS 29reursion; along with C�� we also de�ne ordinals �� and ��� by reursion on �. In what1 follows we will be making use of the properties of �B�� summarized in Lemma 4.7.2 Reall also the de�nitions of parameters �N�� ; �h�� ; �%�� and �p�� that are stated immedi-3 ately above Lemma 4.6. Reall also that if �� 2 B�� then �h�� = ~h�� and the versions4 of the remaining parameters with \bars" agree with those without \bars", so for5 instane �N�� = N�� and �%�� = %�� .6 �0 = min(B�� [ f�g)��� = the least � < � suh that h� (f�g [ fp�g) 6� rng(����;� )��+1 = the least �� 2 B�� [ f�g suh that h� (f��� g [ fp�g) � rng(���;� )�� = sup(f��� j�� < �g) for limit ��� = the least � suh that �� = �We let7 C�� = f�� j � < ��g:C�� is obviously a losed subset of �B�� . An easy indution on � using Lemma 4.7(d)8 yields that both h�� j � < �� i and h��� j � < �� i are stritly inreasing. By Corol-9 lary 4.10 and the fat that eah h� (f�g [ fp�g) is ountable, C�� is unbounded in �10 whenever � has unountable o�nality. We stress that suessor points in C�� are11 elements of B�� , whereas the membership of limit points of C�� to B�� is not lear at12 this point. The following lemma summarizes some less obvious fats about C�� .13 Lemma 4.11. The following is true of the sets C�� .14 (a) If �� > �� is a limit point of C�� then �� 2 S, �N�� = N�� , n�� = n� and15 ��� = �� .16 (b) If �� 2 C�� \B�� then C��� = C�� \ �� .17 () otp(C�� ) < � for all � 2 S0.18 Proof. Regarding (a), from Lemma 4.6 (f) and () we know that �N�� is an L[E℄-level19 in whih �� is inaessible where we allow the option �� = ht( �N�� ). One we have20 proved that n�� = n� , it follows from Lemma 4.6(g) that ��� = �� . Let n = n� . The21 following simple argument shows that �� \ ~hk+1�N�� (Æ [f�p��g) is bounded in �� whenever22 Æ < �� and k < n. If �� 2 B�� \ �� is larger than Æ then �� \ ~hk+1N�� (Æ [ fp��g) is23 bounded in �� by some �, so for eah i 2 ! the �(k)1 -statement24 (8�k)(8xk)[(�k = ~hk+1N�� (i; hxk; p��i) & xk 2 [Æ℄<! & �k < ��) �! �k < �℄holds in N�� . As ����;�� is �(k)1 -preserving, it transfers this statement to �N�� , hene25 �� \ ~hk+1�N�� (Æ [ f�p��g) is bounded by �. In order to omplete the proof of (a) it is26 therefore suÆient to show that �� \ �h�� (Æ [ f�p��g) is o�nal in �� for some Æ < �� .27 We �rst observe that ��� < �� for every � < �� . Otherwise we would have28 ~h� (i; h�; p� i) 2 rng(����;� ) for all � < �� and i 2 ! hene ~h� (�� [ fp�g) � rng(����;� )29 as every �nite x � �� an be oded as a single ordinal � < �� using the G�odel pairing30 funtion due to the fat that �� is primitive reursively losed. This would mean31 that � \ ~h� (�� [ fp�g) = �� whih ontradits the maximality of �� .32 We next show that �h�� (���� [ f�� ; ��g [ f�p��g) is o�nal in �� where �� is suh that33 �� = ���. An important tehnial tool here is the observation that if �� 2 �B�� , X � �N��34 and ~h� (����;� [X ℄ [ fp�g) � rng(����;� ) then35 (8) ~h� (����;� [X ℄ [ fp�g) = ����;� [�h�� (X [ f�p��g)℄:



30 MARTIN ZEMANThis holds beause ~h� (����;� [X ℄ [ fp�g) is a �(n)1 -elementary substruture of N� , so1 there are witnesses to existential quanti�ers of the form (9vn) inside the substru-2 ture. More preisely, if y 2 ~h� (����;� [X ℄ [ fp�g) then y = ~h� (i; hx; p� i) for some3 �nite x � ����;� [X ℄ and i 2 ! hene N� j= (9vn) [vn; y; i; hx; p� i℄ where the formula4 (9vn) (vn; u00; u01; u02) onstitutes a funtionally absolute de�nition of ~h� and  is a5 �(n)0 -formula. By the �(n)1 -uniformization, see [18℄, Lemma 3.1.4, some witness z to6 the existential quanti�er (9vn) has the form ~h� (j; hx; p� i) where j 2 ! and therefore7 z 2 rng(����;� ). So N� j=  [z; y; i; hx; p� i℄ and, letting �z; �y; �x be the inverse image of8 z; y; x under ����;� , we onlude that �N�� j=  [�z; �y; i; h�x; �p�� i℄, that is, �h�� (i; h�x; �p�� i) is9 de�ned, its value is �y and is mapped to y by ����;� .10 As a next step we prove that for eah � < �� suh that �� 2 B�� ,11 (9) ��+1 \ ~h��+1(f��� ; �� ; ��+1g [ fp��+1g) 6� �� for any �� < ��:Assume for a ontradition that this fails. Let �N be the transitive ollapse of12 ~h��+1(f��� ; �� ; ��+1g [ fp��+1g) and �� : �N ! N��+1 be the inverse to the ollapsing13 isomorphism. Let and (�� ; �p) = ���1(p��+1 ; ��+1). It follows by standard �ne stru-14 tural onsiderations that �N is an aeptable J-struture for the same language as15 �N��+1 , the map �� is �(n)1 -preserving and ~hn+1�N (�� [ f�pg) = �N . The ordinal �� is16 obviously regular in �N . In fat, ~hk+1�N (Æ [ f�pg) is bounded in �� whenever Æ < ��17 and k < n, hene there is no good �(k)1 ( �N)-funtion singularizing �� . To see this18 notie that for Æ < �� the boundedness of ��+1 \ ~h��+1(��(Æ)[ fp��+1g) in ��+1 an be19 expressed as the requirement that for eah i 2 ! the �(n)1 -statement20 (9�n)(8�k)(8xk)(�n < ��+1 & '(�n; �k; i; xk; p��+1 ; ��(Æ))holds in N��+1 where '(�n; �k; i; xk; p��+1 ; ��(Æ)) is the �(k)1 -statement21 ��k = ~hk+1N��+1 (i; hxk; p��+1) & x 2 [��(Æ)℄<! & �k < ��+1� �! �k < �nand that �� is suÆiently preserving to transfer these statements down to �N . Let22 ~� = sup(��[�� ℄). Notie that �� < ~� < �� where the �rst inequality follows from the23 fat that �� 2 rng(��) and the seond inequality is a onsequene of our assumption24 that (9) fails. Applying the interpolation lemma to �� : �N ! N��+1 we obtain an25 aeptable J-struture ~N for the same language as �N and N��+1 , a �(n)0 -preserving26 embedding ~� : �N ! ~N o�nal at the n-th level that extends �� � �� and a �(n)0 -27 preserving embedding �0 : ~N ! N��+1 suh that �0 � ~� = id and �0 Æ ~� = ��. These28 preservation properties of ~� and �0 follow from the fat that ~hn+1�N (�� [ f�pg) = �N ;29 this fat moreover yields that ~hn+1~N (~� [ f~pg) = ~N where ~p = ~�(�p). Sine there30 is no good �(k)1 ( �N)-funtion singularizing �� for k < n we have ~�(�� ) = ~� hene31 �0(~� ) = ��(�� ) = ��; see the proof of Theorem 4.8 above for more details onerning32 the appliation of the interpolation lemma. Sine ~� < ��, we an apply Lemma 4.233 to ~N;N�� ; �0; ���;��+1 and N��+1 in plae of N�; �N; ��; �� and N� to onlude that34 rng(�0) � rng(���;��+1). It follows that ~h��+1(f��� g [ fp��+1g) � rng(���;��+1) hene35 ~h� (f��� g[fp�g) = ���+1;� [~h��+1(f��� g[fp��+1g)℄ � rng(���+1;� Æ���;��+1) = rng(���;� )36 where the equality on the left follows from (8) and the de�nition of ��+1. The37 resulting inlusion ontradits the requirement imposed on ��� by de�nition and38 thereby ompletes the proof of (9).39



GLOBAL SQUARE SEQUENCES IN EXTENDER MODELS 31We are now ready to omplete the proof of (a). Let �� = ��� be as above. If � < �� ,1 pik �� < �� suh that ��� 2 B�� \ �� and � < ��� . Then2 �h�� (���� [ f�� ; ��g [ f�p��g) � �h�� (f���� ; �� ; ��g [ f�p��g)� ����+1;�� [~h���+1(f���� ; �� ; ���+1g [ fp���+1g)℄and the last set above has some elements in the interval [�; �� ) by (9). The seond3 inlusion above follows by the fat that �����+1;�� is �(n)0 -preserving, whereas the �rst4 one is trivial. This ompletes the proof of (a).5 Now turn to the proof of (b). Let �� 2 C�� \ B�� and �� < �� be suh that �� = ���.6 Then B�� \ �� = B�� by Lemma 4.5(a). To prove (b), we show by indution on � < ��7 that ��� = �� for eah � � ��. Sine the indution at limit steps � is trivial and ��0 = �08 by ohereny, the proof an be obviously redued to showing that ���� = ��� and9 ���+1 = ��+1 whenever � < ��. Without loss of generality we an assume that ���0 = ��010 for all �0 � � and ����0 = ���0 for all �0 < �. Sine �+ 1 � ��, from (8) we obtain11 ~h� (f�g [ fp�g) = ���;� [~h�� [(f�g [ fp�g)℄whenever � < ���� . It follows that ~h�� (f�g [ fp��g)℄ � rng(����;�� ) just in ase that12 ~h� (f�g[ fp�g) � rng(����;� ) for eah suh �; here we apply ���;� to both sides of the13 �rst inlusion. Hene ��� is the least � with the property ~h�� (f�g[fp��g)℄ � rng(����;�� ),14 that is, ��� = ���� . The same kind of argument yields that ��+1 is the least element15 � 0 of B��� = B�� \ �� suh that ~h�� (f���� g [ fp��g) � rng(�� 0;�� ), so ���+1 = ��+1. This16 ompletes the proof of (b).17 Regarding (), it suÆes to show that the set Z� = f��� j � < ��g is bounded in � .18 As we have seen that the assignment � 7! ��� is stritly monotoni, we onlude that19 otp(C� ) = otp(Z� ) < � . Assume for the ontradition that Z� is unbounded in20 � . As � has unountable o�nality, the intersetion C� \ lim(Z� ) is nonempty, and21 in fat is losed unbounded in � . Pik � < �� with �� is in this intersetion. Then22 Z� \ �� = f��� j �� < �g is unbounded in �� by the hoie of � and ~h� (f�g [ fp�g) �23 rng(���;� ) for all � < ��, as follows diretly from the de�nition of ��. Sine �� is24 primitive reursively losed, we onlude that ~h� (�� [ fp�g) � rng(���;� ), whih25 implies that � \ ~h� (�� [ fp�g) = �� > �� . This ontradits the properties of �� .26 ut(Lemma 4.11)27 Remark 4.12. With some extra e�ort, we ould obtain a stronger onlusion28 [��; ��+1) \ ~h��+1(f��� ; �� ; ��+1g [ fp��+1g) 6= ? instead of (9).29 We we are now ready to give the de�nition of the global sequene hC� j � 2 S0i.30 By Lemma 4.6 and Lemma 4.11, if � has unountable o�nality then a tail-end of31 C�� is ontained in B̂� ; see (4). By Lemma 4.9, B̂� agrees with B� on a tail-end,32 so a tail-end of C�� is atually ontained in B�� � B� . For eah � 2 S0 let � be the33 least element  of C�� [ f�g suh that C�� �  � B�� . We let34 (10) C� = C�� � � :C� is obviously a losed subset of � and is unbounded in � whenever � has un-35 ountable o�nality, as follows immediately from the de�nition of C� . It is also36 obvious that otp(C� ) � otp(C�� ) < � , as follows from Lemma 4.11(). Regarding37 the ohereny, if �� 2 C� then �� 2 C�� \ B�� hene C��� = C�� \ �� by Lemma 4.11(b),38 so �� = � . It follows that C�� = C��� � �� = (C�� \ �� )� � = (C�� � � )\ �� = C� \ �� .39 This ompletes the onstrution of the global square sequene on S0.40



32 MARTIN ZEMANRemark 4.13. As mentioned immediately above De�nition 4.1, there is a way of1 de�ning the sets B� so that these sets will be losed on a tail-end. Together with2 �� in De�nition 4.1 we onsider the monotoni sequene of ordinals h�i� j i < !i3 de�ned indutively by equalities �0� = �� + 1 and �i+1� = sup(� \ ~h� (�i� [ fp�g).4 It is not hard to see that there is some k� 2 ! suh that h�i� j i < k� + 1i is5 stritly inreasing and �i� = � for all i > k� . The amendment to the de�nition of6 B� onsists in adding requirements to De�nition 4.3 that k�� = k� and �k��� = �k�� .7 This approah to the onstrution makes ertain parts of the proof simpler, but8 other parts more ompliated. In general, the two approahes yield onstrutions of9 roughly the same level of omplexity.10 We now proeed with the onstrution of C� for � 2 S1. Reall the basi notation11 for objets assoiated with suh � introdued at the beginning of this setion. Sine12 N� is a singularizing struture for � that is exat for � , Lemma 3.7 guarantees that13 M� is a singularizing struture for � . Also, q� = pM� if M� is a protomouse, as14 follows from Lemma 3.11, and q� = d� if M� is a premouse. Of ourse, if M� is a15 premouse thenM� is pluripotent. In either ase,M� is sound and solid with respet16 to the language for oherent strutures; if M� is a premouse, this is equivalent to17 saying that M� is Dodd sound and Dodd solid.18 Certain aspets of the onstrution beome simpler for � 2 S1. One suh aspet19 involves ordinals �� whih we used to show that the embeddings between singular-20 izing strutures are not o�nal at the level n� and whih played an important role21 in the proof that C� is losed and has small order type. Reall the de�nition of22 Skolem funtions h(�� ;q� )� from the beginning of this setion.23 Lemma 4.14. Let � 2 S1 and � < � be suh that � \ h� (� [ fq�g) = �. Then24 � = 0.25 Proof. We �rst observe that if � satis�es the assumptions of the lemma and 0 < �26 then �\~h� (�[fp�g) = �. This is lear ifM� = N� , so let us fous on the ase where27 M� is a protomouse. Notie that if 0 < � then � is a limit ardinal and �� < � so28 atually #� < �. Given x 2 [�℄<! and i 2 !, assume � = ~h� (i; hx; p� i) < � . Then29 f�g is a singleton that is �(n� )1 -de�nable3 over N� in the parameters x; i and p� , so30 by Lemma 3.7(a) f�g is �1-de�nable over M� in the parameters x; i; #� and q� . It31 follows that � = h� (j; hx [ f#�g; qi) for some j 2 !. Then � < �, as #� < �.32 We next show that �� � �� . If !%� \~h� (�� [fp�g) is o�nal in !%� then (�� ;?)33 is a divisor for � . Beause the seond omponent in this divisor is ?, this divisor is34 strong, so by maximality of �� we have that (�� ;?) = (�� ; q� ) hene �� = �� . If35 !%�\~h� (�� [fp�g) is bounded in !%� then �� > �� beause of () in De�nition 3.5.36 Now assume that � > 0 satis�es the assumptions of the lemma. By the above37 results �� � �� < � and � \ ~h� (� [ fp�g) = �, whih is impossible. It follows that38 � = 0. ut(Lemma 4.14)39 Following the standard strategy, we next de�ne the sets B� for � 2 S1.40 De�nition 4.15. Let � 2 S1. The set B� onsists of all �� 2 � \ S1 for whih41 there is a map � : M�� ! M� that is �0-preserving with respet to the language of42 oherent strutures and suh that:43 (a) � � �� = id � �� and �(�� ) = � .44 3Reall that N� is exat for �



GLOBAL SQUARE SEQUENCES IN EXTENDER MODELS 33(b) �(q�� ) = q� .1 () If � 2 q� then there is a generalized witness Q�� (�) = hQ� (�); t� (�)i for �2 with respet to M� and q� satisfying Q�� (�) 2 rng(�).3 This de�nition obviously orresponds to (4) in De�nition 4.3. Clauses (1) and4 (2) do not apply here for obvious reasons and (3) an be omitted beause of5 Lemma 4.14. Sine � 2 M� whenever � 2 S1, the seond part in (a) always6 makes sense. The map � in the above de�nition is unique and we denote it by ����;� ,7 as \���;�" was already reserved. The following lemma summarizes basi properties8 of B� and is an obvious analogue to Lemma 4.4.9 Lemma 4.16. Let �� < �� be two elements of B� .10 (a) ����;� is not �1-preserving, and therefore is not o�nal.11 (b) rng(����;� ) � rng(����;� ) and sup(On \ rng(����;� ) < sup(On \ rng(����;� )).12 () (����;� )�1 Æ ����;� = ����;�� , so ����;�� exists.13 (d) ����;�� :M�� !M�� is not o�nal.14 (e) ����;�� witnesses De�nition 4.15 with (��; �� ) in plae of (�� ; �).15 (f) B� \ �� = B�� �min(B� ).16 Proof. The proof is virtually idential with the proof of Lemma 4.2. One again17 uses Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.14 to prove (a) and (b). ut(Lemma 4.16)18 We de�ne the set B�� and maps ����;�� : M�� !M�� for �� � �� from B��� [ f�g as19 before.20 Lemma 4.17. Let �� 2 B�� [f�g, � 0 < �� be elements of B�� \ �� and n = n� . Then:21 (a) B��� = B�� \ �� .22 (b) ����;�� exists, is �0-preserving, ����;�� � �� = id and ����;�� (��; q��) = (�� ; q�� ).23 () ����;�� is not �1-preserving, and therefore is not o�nal.24 (d) rng(��� 0;�� ) � rng(����;�� ) and sup(On \ rng(��� 0;�� )) < sup(On \ rng(����;�� )).25 (e) ����;�� Æ ��� 0;�� = ��� 0;�� .26 Proof. Virtually idential to the proof of Lemma 4.5. Note also that () an be27 viewed as a onsequene of Lemma 4.14. ut(Lemma 4.17)28 Notie that ��� = �� and j q�� j = j q� j for all �� 2 B�� . Clause (d) in Lemma 4.1729 yields the following monotoniity property of the sequene h#�� j �� 2 B�� [ f�gi:30 (11) �� < �� �! #�� < #�� :This immediately implies that otp(B�� ) � #� � �+� < � . Unlike the situation in31 the ase where � 2 S0 we will be further able to prove that B�� is losed on a32 tail-end, whih will make it possible to de�ne C� to be the anonial tail-end of B��33 and thereby simplify the onstrution. There are, of ourse, new ompliations in34 the present situation related to issues with anonial divisors. Similarly as in the35 previous ase we introdue the sets B̂� .36 B̂� is the set of all ordinals �� 2 � \ S1 satisfying the following.37 (a) N�� has a strong divisor (�� ; q��;� ) suh that, lettingM��;� = N�� (�� ; q��;� ),38 there is a �0-preserving map �̂��;� : N��;� !M� satisfying the require-39 ments from De�nition 4.15 with q��;� in plae of q�� .40 (b) 0 is the only ordinal � < �� is suh that hM��;� (� [ fq��;�g) = �.41



34 MARTIN ZEMANObviously B� � B̂� . If �� 2 B� then q��;� = q�� . But B̂� is also allowed to ontain1 elements �� for whih some protomouse assoiated with N�� , that is not the anon-2 ially hosen one, embeds into M� . The de�nition of B̂� makes use of the fat3 that these protomie are uniquely determined by � and �� . Our aim is to show that4 on a tail-end of B̂� , these protomie agree with the anonial ones. Notie that5 j q��;� j = j q� j for all �� 2 B̂� .6 Lemma 4.18. If � 2 S1 has unountable o�nality then B̂� is unbounded in � .7 Proof. We ombine arguments from the proof of Lemma 3.10 in [14℄ and that of8 Lemma 4.11 above. Given some � 0 < � , we are again looking for some ~� 2 B̂�9 suh that � 0 � ~� . By taking elementary hulls and ollapsing, we �nd a ountable10 oherent struture �M , an elementary map � : �M !M� that has � 0; �; q� and some11 generalized solidity witnesses Q�� (�) for eah � 2 q� in its range. We then let �� be12 the �-preimage of � and ~� = sup(� \ �00�� ); as before ~� < � sine � is not !-o�nal.13 Also, ~� is a limit ardinal in the sense of L[E℄. Our aim is to show that ~� 2 B̂� .14 The interpolation lemma gives us an aeptable struture ~M together with �0-15 preserving maps ~� : �M ! ~M and �0 : ~M !M� suh that �0 Æ ~� = �. The map ~�,16 being a �ne pseudoultrapower map, is o�nal, �0 � ~� = id � ~� and ~�(~� ) = � . Sine17 q� 2 RM� and � = !%1M� , (all �ne struture here is done with respet to the language18 of oherent strutures), the elementarity of � guarantees that �q 2 R �M and !%1�M = �� .19 The fat that ~� is a pseudoultrapower map then yields ~q def= ~�(�q) 2 R ~M and !%1~M =20 ~� . Finally, sine rng(�) � rng(�0) and �0(~q) = q� , the generalized witness Q�� (�0(�))21 is in the range of �0 for eah � 2 ~q, and sine �0 is �0-preserving, its �0-preimage22 is a generalized witness for � with respet to ~M and ~q. By Corollary 1.12.4 in [18℄,23 ~q = p ~M , and ~M is sound and solid. The fat that ~� is o�nal also yields that ~M is a24 oherent struture with # ~M = sup(#� \~�[#�� ℄). The map �0 is �0-preserving but not25 o�nal, as otherwise ~� = � \h� (~� [fp�g) whih would ontradit Lemma 4.14. This26 veri�es the assumptions of the ondensation lemma for protomie, Lemma 3.14. We27 onlude that ~N = N( ~M) is a proper level of M hene a level of L[E℄ and (�; ~q) is28 a divisor for ~N suh that ~M = ~N(�; ~q). Sine M� is a singularizing struture for �29 there is some Æ < � suh that � \h� (Æ [fq�g) is o�nal in � . Then �� \h �M (�Æ [f�qg)30 is o�nal in �� where �q = ��1(q� ) and �Æ = ��1[Æ℄. As ~� maps �� o�nally into ~� ,31 we onlude that ~Æ \ h ~M (Æ [ f~qg) is o�nal in ~� , so ~M is a singularizing struture32 for ~� with n(~� ; ~M) = 0. By the seond onlusion in Lemma 3.14 and the above,33 ~N = N~� and is exat for ~� .34 We next verify that (�� ; ~q) is a strong divisor for N~� . This an be done using an35 argument similar to that in the proof of Lemma 3.10 in [14℄; however, we present a36 di�erent argument that avoids the use of Fodor's pressing down lemma. Reall the37 notion of a losed ordinal from De�nition 3.18. The goal is to show:38 (12) There are o�nally many #� < #� that are losed in M� relative to q� .From (12) we onlude that there are o�nally many ordinals #� < # �M that are39 losed in �M relative to �q. Sine ~� maps # �M o�nally into # ~M , there are o�nally40 many ordinals #� < # ~M that are losed in ~M relative to ~q. But then # ~M itself is41 losed in ~M relative to ~q, as in any oherent strutureM , any limit of ordinals that42 are losed in M relative to a �xed parameter is itself losed in M relative to the43 same parameter. By Lemma 3.19, (�� ; ~q) is strong as desired.44



GLOBAL SQUARE SEQUENCES IN EXTENDER MODELS 35To see (12), �x arbitrary #0 < #� larger than �� . Sine �� is the largest ardinal1 in JE#� , there is a funtion g 2 JE#� that maps �� surjetively onto ��P(�� ) \ JE#0 .2 This funtion an be viewed as a funtion g� : �� ! P(�� ) where3 g�(�) = f��; �0; �00� j �00 2 g(�)(��; �0�)g:Now if �; �0 < �� then4 F� (g(�))(q� ; �0) \ �� = �M� (g(�))(q� ; �0) \ ��= �M� (g)(�)(q� ; �0) \ ��= f�00 < �� j ��; �0; �00� 2 �M� (g�)(q� )g= f�00 < �� j ��; �0; �00� 2 F� (g�)(q� )g;and it is lear that F (g�)(q� ) an be replaed by a� = F (g�)(q� ) \ �� on the5 bottom line above. Sine #� is losed in M� relative to q� the set a� is an element6 of JE#� , so we an pik some #1 < #� larger than #0 suh that a� 2 JE#1 . Then7 F (f)(q� ; �0) \ �� 2 JE#1 whenever f : �� ! P(�� ) is in JE#0 and �0 < �� , as8 F (f)(q� ; �0) \ �� = f�00 < �� j ��; �0; �00� 2 a�g where � is suh that f = g(�).9 Repeating this argument, we indutively onstrut a stritly inreasing sequene10 h#i j i 2 !i of ordinals below #� suh that for every f : �� ! P(�� ) in JE#i and11 �0 < �� the set F (f)(q� ; �0) \ �� is in JE#i+1 . Let #� = sup(f#i j i 2 !g). Then12 #� < #� sine #� has unountable o�nality. By onstrution, #� is losed in M�13 relative to q� .14 It remains to prove that ~� satis�es (b) in the de�nition of B̂� . Assume 0 < � < ~� .15 Let �� = ��1[�℄. By Lemma 4.14, there is some �nite x � � and some i 2 ! suh16 that � � h� (i; hx; q� i) < � and sine � is fully elementary, there is some �nite17 �x � �� satisfying �� � h �M (i; h�x; �qi) < �� . Sine ~� � �� = � � �� , we onlude that18 � � ~�(��) � h ~M (i; h~�(�x); ~qi) < ~� . Obviously ~�(�x) = �(�x) � �. ut(Lemma 4.18)19 Lemma 4.19. Assume � 2 S1. Then B̂� is losed.20 Proof. We assume without loss of generality that B̂� is unbounded in � . Given a21 limit point ~� < � of B̂, we prove that ~� 2 B̂� . Following the strategy from the ase22 where � 2 S0, we form the diret limit of the diagram23 hM��;� ; ����;�� 0 j �� < �� 0 & �� ; �� 0 2 B̂� \ ~� i:We obtain the transitivized diret limit struture ~M together with the diret limit24 maps ~��� : M��;� ! ~M and the anonial embedding ~� : ~M ! M� suh that25 ~� Æ ~��� = ����;� for all �� 2 B̂� \ ~� . All these maps are �0-preserving, so ~M is a26 oherent struture, as this is a �2-property that is true about all strutures in the27 diret limit diagram. Also ~��� � �� = id � �� , ~��� (�� ) = ~� , ~� � ~� = id � ~� and ~�(~� ) = � .28 We let ~q = ~��� (q��;� ); this objet is again independent of the hoie of �� 2 B̂� \ ~� .29 Our intention is to show that ~� is a singular ardinal in L[E℄, ~M = N~� (�� ; ~q) and30 ~� witnesses that ~� 2 B̂� .31 Sine M��;� is sound whenever �� 2 B̂� \ ~� , the �0-elementarity of the maps32 ~�� guarantees that h ~M (~� [ f~qg) = ~M , and so !%1~M = ~� and ~q 2 R ~M . Sine33 rng(~�) � rng(�̂��;� ) and rng(�̂��;� ) ontains a generalized witness Q�(�) for � with34 respet to M� and q� whenever � 2 q� , any suh witness is in the range ~�. By35 the �0-elementarity of ~�, the objet ~��1(Q�(~�( ~�))) is a generalized witness for36 ~� whenever ~� 2 ~q. By Corollary 1.12.4 in [18℄, ~q = p ~M and the struture ~M is37



36 MARTIN ZEMANsolid and sound. Finally, the map ~� is not �1-preserving, and therefore not o�nal.1 Otherwise h� (~� [ fq�g) = ~�[h ~M (~� [ f~qg)℄, so � \ h� (~� [ fq�g) = ~� , ontraditing2 Lemma 4.14. This veri�es the assumptions of Lemma 3.14. It follows that ~N =3 N( ~M) is a level of N� hene a level of L[E℄ and ~M = ~N(�� ; ~q).4 As a next step we prove that ~M is a singularizing struture for ~� with n(~� ; ~M) =5 0. Then again by Lemma 3.14, ~N = N~� and is exat for ~� . Let �� 2 B̂� \ ~� ,6 ��� = sup(~��� [On \M��;� ℄) and ~M�� = hSE��� ; ~F \ SE��� i where ~F is the top extender of7 ~M . Then ~��� when viewed as a map fromM��;� to ~M�� is o�nal hene �1-preserving.8 By Lemma 4.14, �� is the least ordinal � 0 smaller than ~� satisfying the ondition9 ~� \ h ~M�� (� 0 [ f~qg) = � 0. This observation enables us to show that the map #�� 7! ��10 is a singularizing funtion for ~� that is �1-de�nable over ~M . Notie that ��� is fully11 determined by #�� as the least ordinal � suh that ~F (x) 2 SE� for all x 2 P(�� )\JE#�� .12 Thus, letting  (w; u; v) be the �1-formula that onstitutes a funtionally absolute13 de�nition of a �1-Skolem funtion, the map #�� 7! �� an be de�ned as follows: � = ��14 just in ase that ~M satis�es the �1-statement15 (9�;X;G;M; h)� X = SE� & G = F \X &M = hX;Gi & � < ~�� (8�� < �)(8 �X 2 X)(9x 2 X)(9y 2 X)(hx; yi 2 G & y =2 �X)� h = fhy; i; xi 2 X � ! �X jM j=  [y; i; x℄g� (8x 2 [�℄<!)(8i 2 !)(8� < ~� )� = h(i; hx; ~qi)! � < �)� (8�0 < �)(9x0 2 [�0℄<!)(9i0 2 !)(9�0 < ~�)[�0 = h(i0; hx0; ~qi) & � � �0)℄:We now �nish the proof that ~� satis�es (a) in the de�nition of B̂� and ~� = �~�;�16 it remains to verify that (�� ; ~q) is a strong divisor for N~� . By Lemma 3.19, this is17 equivalent to showing that # ~M is losed in ~M relative to ~q. We �rst observe that18 #N��;� is losed in ~M relative to ~q whenever �� 2 B̂� \ ~� . Pik a map f : �� ! P(�� )19 from JE#N��;� and an ordinal � < �� . Letting ~F and F~�;� be the top extender of ~M20 andM~�;� respetively, the fats that ~��� is �0-preserving and �� < r(~��� ) guarantee21 that ~F (f)(~q; �)\�� = F~�;� (f)(q~�;� ; �)\�� . The set on the right side of this equality22 is an element of JE#N��;� , as (�� ; q~�;� ) is a strong divisor for N~�;� . Finally sine the23 property of being strong relative to a �xed parameter is losed under limits and24 # ~M = supf#N��;� j �� 2 B̂� \ ~�g, we onlude that # ~M is losed relative to ~q in ~M .25 To omplete the proof that ~� 2 B̂� we have to verify that ~M and ~q satisfy (b)26 in the de�nition of B̂� . Assume there is an ordinal � suh that 0 < � < ~� and27 ~� \ h ~M (� [ f~qg) = �. Let �� 2 B̂� \ ~� be suh that � < �� . Pik a �nite x � � and28 an i 2 !. If � = hM��;� (i; hx; q��;� i) is de�ned and � < �� then using the fat that29 ~��� is �0-preserving we obtain h ~M (i; hx; ~qi) = � < ~� . By our assumption on � then30 � < �. This means that �� \ hM��;� (� [ fq��;�g) = �, whih ontradits the fat that31 �� 2 B̂� . ut(Lemma 4.19)32 The last essential lemma in the treatment of the ase � 2 S1 is an analogue to33 Lemma 4.9.34 Lemma 4.20. Assume � 2 S1 and B̂� is unbounded in � . Then B̂� agrees with B�35 on a tail-end. That is, there is some �̂ < � suh that B̂� � �̂ = B� � �̂ .36 Proof. We have to show that (�� ; q��;� ) = (��� ; q�� ) for all �� in some tail-end of37 B̂� . So suppose for a ontradition that this fails. Then for o�nally many �� 2 B̂� ,38



GLOBAL SQUARE SEQUENCES IN EXTENDER MODELS 37the strong divisor (�� ; q��;� ) fails to be the anonial one. Letting B̂0� be the set of1 all suh �� , it follows from Lemma 3.21 that �� < ��� and q�� is a (not neessarily2 proper) bottom segment of q��;� whenever �� 2 B̂0� . As in the proof of Lemma 4.9,3 we �nd a stritly monotoni sequene h�� j � < i o�nal in � suh that the ordinals4 �� are all in B̂0� , the sequene h��� j � < i is (not neessarily stritly) monotoni and5 q�� are of the same size for all � < ; say this size is m. Let � = supf�� j � < g and6 q be the bottom segment of q� of size m. Obviously �� < � � � and �̂��;� (q��) = q7 for all � < .8 We �rst verify that (�; q) is a divisor for N� whenever � < � . This is a straight-9 forward appliation of Lemma 3.10; an argument of this kind an also be found10 in the proof of Lemma 3.12 in [14℄. To make this text self-ontained, we give the11 argument. Let � = max(q) where max(?) = � . If � < � and f : �� ! �� are12 suh that � def= F� (f)(q� � q; �) � �, pik � <  large enough that � < ��� and13 f 2 JE#��;� where #��;� = #(M��;� ). Letting F��;� be the extender FN��;� (�� ; q��;� ),14 the fat that �̂��;� is �0-preserving implies ��� def= F��;� (f)(q��;� �q�� ; �) � ��� where15 ��� = max(q��) and max(?) = ��. Sine (��� ; q��) is a divisor for N�� , we have16 ��� < ��� , so � = �̂��;� (���) = ��� < �.17 We next observe that q 6= ?. Assuming the ontrary, we have q�� = ? for18 some/any � < . By the de�nition of a divisor, �� \ ~h��(��� [ fq��g) = ��. Sine19 ��� > #��;� , Lemma 3.7(b) yields � \ hM��;� (��� [ fq��;�g) = ��� , whih ontradits20 lause (b) in the de�nition of B̂� .21 We are now heading towards the �nal ontradition. Notie that if � < � then22 (�; q) is a divisor for N� that is not strong. Using this for � < � and the fat23 that ~h� (� [ fp�g) = N� if � = � we show that (��� ; q��) annot be strong after all,24 whih yields the desired ontradition. The proof makes use in a ruial way of the25 following laim that desribes how to transfer witnesses between N� and N��;� . A26 version of this laim was also used in [14℄, proof of Lemma 3.12.27 Claim. Let � � � < min(q� � q) where min(?) = �� . Let further s� = p� � q if28 N� is either passive or ative with �N�� > �� and s� = d� � q if N� is ative with29 �N�� = �� . Similarly, for � <  let s�� = p�� � q�� if N�� is either passive or ative30 with �N���;� > �� and s�� = d�� � q�� if N�� is ative with �N���;� = �� ; here N���;�31 denotes the struture N���(�� ; q��;� ). Assume that Q�� (�) 2 JE�� and x; x0 2 [�℄<!32 and i; i0 2 ! are objets satisfying one of the following hypotheses.33 (a) N� is either passive or ative with �N�� > �� , Q�� (�) = ~h� (i; hx; p� i) is a gen-34 eralized n� -witness for � with respet to N� and s� and � = ~h� (i0; hx0; p� i).35 (b) N� is ative with �N�� = �� or N� =M� , Q�� (�) = h�� (i; hx; d� i) is a gener-36 alized Dodd witness for � with respet to N� and s� and � = h�� (i0; hx0; d� i).37 Granting these assumptions there is an �� suh that if �� � � <  then �;Q�� (�) 238 rng(�̂��;� ) and there are y; y0 2 [��� ℄<! and i; i0 2 ! suh that the following is true.39 Let ��� and Q��� be the inverse image of � and Q�� (�) under �̂��;� , respetively.40 () If N�� is either passive or ative with �N���;� > �� then Q��� = ~h��(i; hy; p��i)41 is a generalized n��-witness for ��� with respet to N�� and s�� and ��� =42 ~h��(i0; hy0; p��i).43 (d) If N�� is ative with �N���;� = �� then Q��� = h���(i; hy; d��i) a generalized44 Dodd witness for ��� with respet to N�� and s�� and ��� = h���(i0; hy0; d��i).45



38 MARTIN ZEMANProof. For N� we have to onsider three options: (i) N� is either passive or ative1 with �N�� > �� , (ii) N� is ative with �N�� = �� and N� = M� . For N�� we only2 have two options: (iv) N�� is either passive or ative with �N���;� > �� and (v) N��3 is ative and �N���;� = �� . The option N�� = M�� does not apply as N�� annot4 be a pluripotent premouse; this is a onsequene of the fat that �̂��;� fails to be5 o�nal. Thus, we have altogether six ases. As an example we treat the ase where6 N� is as in (i) and N�� is as in (v). The proofs in the remaining ases are similar.7 By Lemma 3.12, the standard witness W 0;�;q��qM� is �0-de�nable from Q�� (�); �8 and #� inside JE�� . Moreover, this witness an be enoded into a set w � � in9 a anonial way so that w is �0-de�nable from w inside any transitive admissi-10 ble struture ontaining the respetive objets. It follows that w is of the form11 ~h� (k; hz; p� i) for some k 2 ! where z = x [ x0 [ f#�g. By Lemma 3.8, there12 are funtions f; f 0 2 JE#� suh that w = F� (f)(q� ; z) and � = F (f 0)(q� ; x0). Fix13 some �� suh that z � ���� and f; f 0 2 JE#��� . Suh an �� exists, as the ordi-14 nals ��� and #��;� monotonially onverge to � and #� , respetively. Now on-15 sider any � � ��. Letting w� = F��;� (f)(q��;� ; z) and ��� = F��;� (f 0)(q��;� ; x0)16 where F��;� denotes the extender FN��;� (�� ; q��;� ), obviously �̂��;� (���) = � and17 �̂��;� (w�) = w, so �̂��;� (Q0��) = W �;q��qM� . The last equality here follows from the18 uniformity of the oding used to produe w. Sine �̂��;� is �0-preserving, Q0�� is a19 generalized witness for ��� with respet to M��;� and q��;� � q�� . By Lemma 3.8,20 w� = h���(i2; hz [ f�g; q��;� i) and ��� = h���(i0; hx0 [ f�0g; q��;� i) for some �; �0 < ��21 and i2; i0 2 ! (r = ? here where r is the parameter as in Lemma 3.8). Due to22 the uniformity of the oding, Q0�� is lightfae de�nable from w� inside N�� , so there23 is an i1 2 ! suh that Q0�� = h���(i1; hz [ f�g; q��;� i). Applying Lemma 3.13, the24 standard witness W ��� ;q��;��q��M��;� is �0-de�nable in N�� from Q0�� ; ��� and #��;� , so25 by Lemma 3.11(e), the standard Dodd witness �W��� ;q��;��q��N�� is �0-de�nable in N�26 from the same parameters. Sine q��;� = d�� in this ase, we have d��;� � q�� = s�� .27 Letting y = z [ f�; �0; #��;�g and y0 = x0 [ f�0g, obviously y; y0 2 [��� ℄<! and there28 is an i 2 ! suh that29 �W ��� ;s��N�� = h���(i; hy; d��i)��� = h���(i0; hy0; d��i);whih is in fat a little bit more than we intended to prove. ut(Claim)30 Returning to the proof of the lemma, we are now ready to reah the �nal ontra-31 dition by showing that for suÆiently large � < , the anonial divisor (��� ; q��)32 annot be strong after all. Here we apply the above Claim.33 For � we have to onsider �ve possibilities: (i) N� is either passive or ative with34 �N�� > �� , (ii) N� is ative with �N�� = �� and (iii) N� =M� . If (i) applies and N�35 is ative then �N�� (�;q) > �, as follows diretly by inspeting the assoiated hulls.36 If (ii) applies than N� is ative and either of the two options �N�� (�;q) = � and37 �N�� (�;q) > � must be onsidered. The same is true if (iii) applies, that is, we again38 have to onsider two options. Hene �ve options have to be onsidered for � . For39 �� we only have to onsider two ases: either �N��� > ��� or else �N��� = ��� , as M��40 annot be a premouse. This makes altogether ten ases; all these ases are treated41 in a similar way. As an example we treat the ase where N� is ative, �N�� = �� ,42 �N�� (�;q) > �, N�� is ative with �N��� = ��� , hene �N���;� = �� .43



GLOBAL SQUARE SEQUENCES IN EXTENDER MODELS 39Let s� = d� � q. If � = � , let � = max(q) and Q�� (�) = �W �;s�N� . We have1 seen above that q 6= ?, so � exists. By the Dodd solidity of N� , the witness2 Q�� (�) is an element of N� and by aeptability, Q�� (�) 2 JE�� . Sine N� is Dodd3 sound, we an �nd x; x0 2 [�℄<! and i; i0 2 ! suh that Q�� (�) = h�� (i; hx; d� i) and4 � = h�� (i0; hx0; d� i). Now assume that � < � . Let r� = p� � q. Sine (�; q) is a5 divisor for N� and � > �� , this divisor annot be strong. Letting r0 = �0�1(r� )6 where �0 : N 0� (�) ! N� is the inverse to the Mostowski ollapsing isomorphism7 assoiated with the hull ~h� (� [ fp�g) (see De�nition 3.15), the parameter r0 is8 a proper top segment of pN 0� (�). Notie that N 0� (�) is a premouse; this follows9 from the fat that �0 is �1-preserving4 with respet to the language of premie.10 Sine !%1N 0� (�) = � and �0 � N 0� (�) = id, the �rst part of the ondensation lemma11 (Lemma 3.2) yields that N 0� (�) is solid. From all of this we onlude that there is12 some �0 suh that � � � < �0�1(�N� (�; q)) and W 0;�0;r0N 0� (�) 2 N 0� (�). Let � = �0(�0).13 Sine �0 is �1-preserving, �0(W 0;�0;r0N 0� (�) ) is a generalized witness for � with respet14 to N� and r� and this generalized witness is essentially a subset of � < �N� (�; q),15 modulo the natural uniform oding. Hene this witness is an element of JE�� . Notie16 that rng(�0) = ~h� (� [ fp�g) = h�� (� [ fd�g), as follows by Lemma 3.6. Hene17 �0(W 0;�0;r0N 0� (�) ) = h�� (i1; hx1; d� i) and � = h�� (i0; hx0; d� i) for suitably hosen x1; x0 218 [�℄<! and i1; i0 2 !. By Lemma 3.12, W 0;�;rN� is �0-de�nable from �0(W 0;�0;r0N 0� (�) ), �19 and #� inside JE�� , so there are x 2 [�℄<! and i 2 ! satisfyingW 0;�;rN� = h�� (i; hx; p� i).20 By (2), W 0;�;rN� = �W�;sN� , so we an let Q�(�) = �W �;sN� . To summarize, in either21 ase � = � or � < � we proved that the hypothesis (b) in the above Claim is met.22 Applying the Claim, we obtain some � <  and Q��� 2 N�� suh that onlusion23 in the Claim is satis�ed. Sine we are treating the ase where N�� is ative with24 ���;� = �� , onlusion (d) applies. It follows that Q��� is a generalized witness for25 ��� = �̂�1��;� (�) with respet to N�� and s�� = d�� � q�� . Moreover, both Q��� and ���26 are in the hull h�� (��� [ fd��g). Arguing as in the previous paragraph, we onlude27 that the standard Dodd witness �W ��� ;s��N�� is in the same hull. Let N 0��(���) be the28 transitive ollapse of h�� (��� [ fd��g), �0�� : N 0��(���) ! N�� be the inverse to the29 ollapsing isomorphism and �0�� ; Q0�� be the inverse image of ��� ; �W ��� ;s��N�� under30 �0, respetively. Then Q0�� is a generalized Dodd witness for �0�� with respet to31 N 0�� and s0�� where �0�� and s0�� are the �0��-preimages of ��� and s�� , respetively.32 Sine this generalized Dodd witness is an element of N 0��(���), also the standard33 Dodd witness �W �0�� ;s0��N 0�� (��� ) is in N 0��(���); denote this standard Dodd witness by �W .34 Sine ��� � �0�� , we onlude that EN 0�� (��� )top j��� = E�Wtop j��� 2 N 0��(���), so by35 Lemma 3.16(e,f) the divisor (��� ; q��) annot be strong. ut(Lemma 4.20)36 The disussion of various other ases is simpler than that treated in the above37 proof, as it is not always neessary to extrat standard witnesses from generalized38 ones. Indeed, the Claim in the previous lemma is formulated for generalized wit-39 nesses. The reason we had to look at standard witnesses in the above proof was40 that we needed to onvert a solidity witness into a Dodd solidity witness in order to41 meet the assumptions of the Claim. One might suggest that this onversion should42 4Reall that n� = 0 in our ase



40 MARTIN ZEMANalso be inluded in the Claim; however, it is not lear how to do this in an elegant1 way at the level of generality the Claim is formulated, as the onversion between2 solidity witnesses and Dodd solidity witnesses was granted by Lemma 3.6 and (2).3 We are now ready to de�ne C� for � 2 S1:4 � = the least  2 B� [ f�g suh that B� �  is losed.C� = B� � � :Then eah C� � S1, the same argument as in the proof of (10) shows that the5 sets C� are oherent, Lemma 4.18, Lemma 4.19 and Lemma 4.20 imply that C� is6 unbounded whenever � has unountable o�nality and otp(C� ) � otp(B� ) � #� ,7 as was pointed out immediately below (11). This ompletes the onstrution of C�8 for � 2 S1.9 So far we have onstruted a �S-sequene hC� j � 2 Si. To omplete of the10 proof of Theorem 1.2, we present a proedure that produes, given a lass A � S,11 a lass A0 � A suh that A0 \ � is stationary in � whenever A \ � is, and a �S-12 sequene hCA0� j � 2 Si suh that lim(CA0� ) \ A0 = ? for all � 2 S. We begin with13 the onstrution of the lass A0. We will follow Jensen's idea from [4℄; see also [3℄.14 Let A � S be given. The lass A0 � A omprises all � 2 A for whih there is an15 L[E℄-level P = JE� and a parameter a 2 P suh that16 (13) (a) P j= ZFC�, � is a largest ardinal in P and is regular in P .(b) X \ � =2 A whenever X � P is suh that a 2 X and X \ � 2 � .Here X � Z means that X is a fully elementary substruture of P . A0 is learly a17 well-de�ned lass; we verify that A0 is as required.18 Lemma 4.21. Assume � is an inaessible ardinal and A \ � is stationary in �.19 Then A0 is stationary in �.20 Proof. Let C � � be losed unbounded in �. By aeptability, C 2 JE�+ . Sine21 A\� is stationary in � there is someX � JE�+ with C 2 X andX\� 2 A. From now22 on assume that � = X\� 2 A is the least possible. Let J �E� be the transitive ollapse23 of X and � : J �E� ! JE�+ be the inverse to the Mostowski ollapsing isomorphism.24 Then � is the largest ardinal in J �E� , the map � is fully elementary, � = r(�),25 �(�) = � and �(C \ �) = C. Clearly � 2 C, as � is a limit point of C and C is26 losed. We prove that � 2 A0.27 Obviously J �E� j= ZFC�. Sine J �E� has no largest ardinal, a straightforward28 appliation of the Condensation Lemma (that is, Lemma 3.2) to � � Q where Q29 is an arbitrarily large level of J �E� projeting to � yields that all suh levels Q are30 L[E℄-levels, hene �E = E � �. It follows that JE� is an L[E℄-level in whih � is31 regular. Now if Y � JE� is suh that C \ � 2 Y and Y \ � 2 � then neessarily32 �� = Y \ � =2 A, as �[Y ℄ � JE�+ is suh that C 2 �[Y ℄ and � \ �[Y ℄ = �� < � .33 Thus, it suÆes to set P = JE� and a = C \ � in (13) for the urrent value of � .34 ut(Lemma 4.21)35



GLOBAL SQUARE SEQUENCES IN EXTENDER MODELS 41We next have to modify our global square sequene slightly. Reall the de�nition1 of �� and #� from the beginning of this setion. We let2 S1� = f� 2 S1 j JE#� j= ZFC�gS0� = S� S1�:This way S0� beomes larger than S0, as it may ontain ardinals � for whih (�� ; q� )3 is de�ned, but for suh � the premouse N� is passive and �� is the largest ardinal4 in N� . To see this notie that if �� is not the largest ardinal in N� then #� 2 N��5 hene JE#� j= ZFC�. If �� is the largest ardinal in N� and N� is ative then6 JE�� j= ZFC� and the ultrapower map � : JE#� ! JE�� assoiated with EM�top is7 �0-preserving and o�nal, so the standard argument then yields that � is fully8 elementary and JE#� j= ZFC�.9 For � 2 S0 we let C� be de�ned as before. For � 2 S0� � S0 the anonial divisor10 (�� ; q� ) exists; we de�ne the set C� similarly as for elements of S0. We �rst let11 B� be the set of all �� 2 � \ S0� � S0 suh that:12 (i) �� satis�es all requirements in De�nition 4.3.13 (ii) ��� = �� and j q�� j = j q� j.14 We then de�ne B�� exatly as in the ase where � 2 S0; we also de�ne B̂� analogously15 to the de�nition for � 2 S1; here of ourse we disregard lause (b) in that de�nition.16 An argument using (12) in a way similar to the proof of Lemma 4.18 shows that17 B̂� is unbounded in � whenever � has unountable o�nality. As in the proof of18 Lemma 4.19 we show that B̂� is losed in � ; here of ourse we work with strutures19 N� instead of M� . Finally, as in Lemma 4.9 we show that B̂� agrees with B�20 on a tail-end. We an let C� = B�� in this ase; it follows exatly as in the ase21 � 2 S1 above that otp(C� ) � #� . Notie that the onstrution yields C� � S0� � S022 whenever � 2 S0� � S0.23 Lemma 4.22. Let � 2 S0� and �� 2 lim(C� ) \ A0. Then there is some �� 2 C� \ ��24 suh that � 0 =2 A whenever � 0 2 C� \ (��; �� ).25 Proof. Let (P; a) be a pair witnessing that �� 2 A0. Sine N�� is a singularizing26 struture for �� , � is regular in P and P is an L[E℄-level, we onlude that P is an27 initial segment of JE� where N�� = hJE� ; E!�i.28 First assume that P 2 N�� . Let �� 2 C� \ �� be suh that P; a 2 rng(���;�� ). For29 any � 0 2 C� \ (��; �� ) let P 0 be the preimage of P under �� 0;�� and X = �� 0;�� [P 0℄.30 Then X � P and a 2 X , so � 0 = X \ �� =2 A.31 Now onsider the ase where P =2 N�� , that is, P = JE� . Sine P j= ZFC=32 and N�� is a singularizing struture for �� , neessarily � 2 S0 and EN��top 6= ?. As33 �� is the largest ardinal in P , we have �(EN��top) = �� , so � = r(EN��top) < �� . Sine34 � 2 S0 and the onstrution of C� guarantees that C� � S0 we onlude that N� 035 is a premouse with r(EN�0top ) = � < � 0 and atually �+ < � 0 whenever � 0 2 C� ;36 notie that n� > 0 in this ase as N� is not pluripotent, so all maps �� 0;� 00 for37 � 0 � � 00 in C� are �1-preserving. As a onsequene of all of the above we have38 that dom(EN�0top ) = P(�) = dom(EN��top) and EN��top(x) = �� 0;�� (EN�0top (x)) whenever39 � 0 2 C� \ �� . Letting �0 = ht(N� 0) and # = �+, we have JE�0 = Ult(JE# ; EN�0top ) and40 JE� = Ult(JE# ; EN��top). It follows that �� 0;�� : �0(f)(�) 7! �(f)(�) where �0; � are the41 orresponding ultrapower maps, so �� 0;�� is fully elementary when viewed as a map42



42 MARTIN ZEMANfrom JE�0 to JE� and X = rng(�� 0;�� ) � JE� . We an now proeed as above to show1 that � 0 =2 A whenever a 2 rng(�� 0;�� ). ut(Lemma 4.20)2 For eah � 2 S0 \ A0 let3 Æ� = the least ordinal Æ 2 C� suh that (Æ; �) \ A = ?.and4 (14) CA0� = C� �[f(Æ�� ; �� ) j �� 2 lim(C� ) \ A0gIt follows immediately from the de�nition that eah CA0� is a losed subset of � and5 otp(CA0� ) � otp(C� ) < � . Beause the sequene hC� i� is oherent, it follows easily6 that hCA0� i� is also oherent; this is similar to the veri�ation that the sets de�ned7 in (10) are oherent. To omplete the veri�ation that hCA0� i� is a �S0�-sequene8 we show that CA0� is unbounded in � whenever C� is. This is lear if lim(C� )\A0 is9 bounded in � , so assume without loss of generality that lim(C� )\A0 is unbounded10 in � . We will rely on the following immediate onsequene of Lemma 4.20.11 (15) ��; �� 2 lim(C� ) \ A0 & �� < �� =) �� < Æ��It follows that CA0� is unbounded in � , as it ontains lim(C� ) \ A0.12 Finally notie that any limit point �� of CA0� is a limit point of C� , but �� annot13 be an element of A0 sine all ordinals from lim(C� )\A0 are suessor points of CA0� .14 This shows that A0\ lim(CA0� ) = ? and thereby ompletes the proof of Theorem 1.215 in the ase where � 2 S0�.16 We next turn to the ase where � 2 S1�. We need the analogue to Lemma 4.20,17 but in order to prove it we have to re�ne our sets C� . We let18 C 0� = f�� 2 C� j #�� � #�gWe �rst verify that hC 0� i� is a �S1�-sequene. Using the ohereny of the sequene19 hC� i� and elementary properties of � it is easy to see that the sequene hC 0� i� is20 oherent; again, this is similar to the situation in (10). Sine #�� onverges to #��21 as �� onverges to � , we see that JE#�� � JE#� whenever �� is a limit point of C 0� , so22 �� 2 C 0� . This shows that C 0� is losed. It remains to show that C 0� is unbounded in23 � whenever � has unountable o�nality.24 Lemma 4.23. Let � 2 S1� be of unountable o�nality. Then the set25 B̂0� = f�� 2 B̂� j JE#��;� � JE#� gis unbounded in � .26 Proof. It is suÆient to show that in the proof of Lemma 4.18, the interpolant ~M27 emerging from the onstrution satis�es JE~# � JE#� where ~# = # ~M . We follow the28 notation from that proof. Reall that � : �M ! M� is fully elementary where �M29 is ountable. We have ��; �# 2 �M suh that �(��; �#) = (�� ; #� ). We have seen that30 ~# = sup(�[ �#℄). Let �E = E �M .31 Assume �rst that M� = N� ; in this ase #� = �+� < ht(M� ). Then �# =32 ��+ �M < ht( �M), so we an apply the interpolation lemma to obtain an interpolant33 ~M extending JE~# and �0-preserving maps �0 : �M ! ~M and �1 : ~M ! M� suh34 that �1 � ~# = id and �1(~#) = #� . Here ~M is the ultrapower of �M by � � JE�# and �035



GLOBAL SQUARE SEQUENCES IN EXTENDER MODELS 43is the assoiated ultrapower map. It follows from the above properties of �1 that1 JE~# � JE#� .2 From now on assume that M� is a protomouse. If �N�� (�� ;q� ) > �� then N��3 is a proper extension of JE#� and #� = �+N��� where �N� be the inverse image of4 N�� under �. Then �N� is the ollapsing level of �N for �# and J �E�# is a proper5 initial segment of �N�. Hene we an use the interpolation lemma to obtain an6 interpolant �N 0 end-extending JE~# and �0-preserving embeddings �0 : �N� ! �N 07 and �1 : �N 0 ! N�� suh ~# = r(�1) and �1(~#) = #� . (For the present purpose8 we do not even need to use a �ne strutural ultrapower in the onstrution of the9 interpolant; it is suÆient to onstrut �0 as the ultrapower map assoiated with10 the oarse ultrapower Ult( �N�; � � J �E�# ).) Then obviously �1 � JE~# : JE~# ! JE#� is11 fully elementary, so JE~# � JE#� .12 Finally onsider the ase where �N�� (�� ; q� ) = �� and M� is a protomouse.13 Then #� < �+� , so N�� = hJE#� ; E#� i. Let �1 = r(E#� ) and #1 = �+1 ; then14 �1 < �� = �(E#� ). Letting ��1; �#1 be the inverse images of �1; #1 under � and15 ~#1 = sup(�[ �#1℄), we see that �#1 = ��+ �M1 and J �E�#1 is a proper initial segment of16 �M , so we an apply the interpolation lemma to obtain an interpolant M 0 and17 �0-preserving maps �0 : �M ! M 0 and �1 : M 0 ! M� suh that �0 is o�nal,18 �0(�#1) = ~#1, r(�1) = ~#1 and �1(~#1) = #1. As above we onlude that JE~#1 � JE#1 .19 Sine �0 maps �#1 o�nally into ~#1 and �0 � �#1 = id, the restrition �0 � �M jj �#20 maps the oherent struture �M jj �# o�nally into the oherent struture M 0 jj#021 where #0 = �0(�#), so sup(�1[#0℄) = ~#. Now notie that �1 :M 0 jj#0 !M� is o�nal22 where M� = hJE~# ; E#� \ JE~# i, so M� is a oherent struture and #M� = ~#1. Sine23 JE~#1 � JE#� , it follows by a straightforward veri�ation that the map �� : JE~# ! JE#�24 de�ned by �� : ~�(f)(�) 7! �(f)(�) for f 2 JE~# and � < �� is fully elementary.25 ut(Lemma 4.23)26 We an now prove the analogue to Lemma 4.22.27 Lemma 4.24. Let � 2 S1� and �� 2 lim(C 0� )\A0. Let (P; a) be a pair witnessing that28 �� 2 A0. Then there is some �� 2 C 0� \�� suh that � 0 =2 A whenever � 0 2 C 0� \(��; �� ).29 Proof. If P 2 M�� we argue exatly as in the proof of Lemma 4.22. Otherwise30 P = JE��� . For every � 0 2 C 0� \ �� we have JE#�0 � JE#�� , so �� 0;�� : JE��0 ! JE��� = P is31 fully elementary as �� 0;�� : F� 0(f)(�) 7! F�� (f)(�� 0;�� (�)) for f 2 JE#�0 and � < �� 0 .32 So we an let �� 2 C 0� \ �� be suh that a 2 rng(���;�� ) and again proeed as in the33 proof of Lemma 4.22. ut(Lemma 4.23)34 With Lemma 4.24 in hand we an de�ne CA0� for � 2 S1� similarly as in the35 previous ase. We let36 Æ� = the least ordinal Æ 2 C 0� suh that (Æ; �) \ A = ?and37 CA0� = C 0� �[f(Æ�� ; �� ) j �� 2 lim(C 0� ) \ A0g:The veri�ation that hCA0� j � 2 S1�i is a �S1�(A0)-sequene is then the same as38 before.39
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